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Author’s Note 

 
 
This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, 

places and incidents are either the product of the 
author's imagination or are used fictitiously. Any 
resemblance to actual events or locales or persons, 
living or dead, is entirely coincidental. 

 
The stories based at the Woody Back to School 

Unit are works of adult fiction based upon the real-life 
fantasy games played by the author, R. Humphries 
and his wife, the inimitable Jojo.  
 

It is the author’s intent to create the Woody 
Back to School Unit as an imaginative world peopled 
with a believable cast and set in familiar surroundings 
within which the readers will become comfortable.  

 
The vernacular used in the stories is a 

combination of the phraseology derived from writing 
such as the British penny comics from the nineteen 
thirties, current language, slang and idioms, and the 
invented parlance known as Woody Jargon. 

 
As such references to ‘beating’, ‘thrashing’, and 

‘flogging’ have no context to the use or avocation of 
physical violence, with the exception of controlled 
corporal punishment, against the characters of the 
stories. 
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The Lawton Alternative 
 
 

Deborah Morton nervously chewed her lower 
lip as Susan Lawton approached her. Their 
relationship at the time of Ms Lawton’s retirement had 
been extremely strained. During the year of Operation 
Scorched Arse the former Grand Dame had declared 
Deborah Public Enemy Number One and ultimately 
had flunked her for discipline. 

To her credit when things had been going 
seriously pear-shaped for Debs during her formal 
flunking hearing Ms Lawton had interceded on her 
behalf. Nonetheless, Deborah had been feeling 
extremely tense at the prospect of her reunion with 
her former nemesis. 

However, Ms Lawton beamed at her. 
“Hello, Deborah,” she said. “I hear that you’ll 

be cross-examining me?” 
Debs nodded.  
“Well ask whatever you need and I’ll do my 

best to answer,” smiled Susan Lawton. With that the 
former Grand Dame strode purposefully towards the 
stand. 
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WEDNESDAY MIDDAY EDITION – DAY 3 
 

“Remarkable Revelations” 
 
After their comprehensive victory yesterday the 

Rotters faced an early setback during the morning session 
when Mr Armanisuit aggressively cross-examined the 
architect and former principal of the Woody Back to 
School unit.  
 
Armanisuit: You were Grand Dame of the Woody 

Back to School unit for ten years is that 
correct? 

Ms Lawton: That is correct 
Armanisuit: And this was your first assignment as a 

Grand Dame I believe? 
Ms Lawton: That is correct. 
Armanisuit: And what was your previous assignment? 
Ms Lawton: I worked for the Ministry of Defense. 
Armanisuit: What as a teacher, a trainer? 
Ms Lawton: I worked in Military Intelligence. 
Armanisuit: So you are not experienced in education? 
Ms Lawton: Not since school. 
Armanisuit: You did not complete your university 

education, is that correct? 
Ms Lawton: I was recruited by the Ministry of 

Defense after I completed my A-levels. 
Armanisuit: Yet you have a BSc after your name?  
Ms Lawton: I have an honorary degree in Modern 

Languages. I am fluent in seven. 
Armanisuit: So you were in no way qualified for the 

position? 
Ms Lawton: I disagree. I was employed to 

administrate the unit. 
Armanisuit: Oh, but I’d forgotten. You were qualified. 
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Highly qualified in fact. What was your 
role in Military Intelligence, Ms Lawton? 

Ms Lawton: I am unable to answer questions about 
my military life as the information is 
classified. 

Armanisuit: Did you not fulfill a rather unusual role? 
Ms Lawton: I repeat, I am unable to answer questions 

about my military life as the information 
is classified. 

 
(At this point Miss Morton requested the basis for the line 

of questioning.) 
 

Armanisuit 
(superciliously)

Miss Morton, once again I find myself 
interrupted by your inane requests. I will 
explain my reasons in the fullness of 
time. 

 
(At this point Miss Morton stared daggers at opposing 

counsel but the panel allowed him to proceed.) 
 

Armanisuit: Ms Lawton does the name Corporal 
Angela Rattison mean anything to you? 
And please don’t tell me this information 
is classified, it’s in a published book. 

Ms Lawton: Yes, I knew Corporal Rattison. 
Armanisuit: According to Corporal Rattison’s book 

you knew her rather well. In fact she says 
you caned her. 

Ms Lawton: That is correct.  
Armanisuit: Also according to her book she was not 

the only member of the armed forces you 
caned. 

Ms Lawton: That is also correct. 
Armanisuit: Would you care to share with us the 

number of members of the armed 
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services that you caned? 
Ms Lawton: A hundred or so. 
Armanisuit 
(chuckles): 

A hundred or so? Seems that we have 
quite a lot of naughty soldiers.  

Ms Lawton: You would be surprised. 
Armanisuit: According to Corporal Rattison receiving 

the cane was known as the Lawton 
Alternative because you dreamed it up? 

Ms Lawton: Corporal Rattison had a promising career. 
She was court-martialled for an 
indiscretion. She faced six months in the 
brig and being stripped down to the rank 
of private. 
I felt that six of the best would probably 
be all it would take to straighten her out a 
bit. It worked. 

Armanisuit: There we go Ms Lawton. I told you that 
you were qualified. Who better to beat 
the bottoms of some of the nation’s most 
unsavory misfits and delinquents? 

Chairperson: You have made your point Mr 
Armanisuit, now please move on. 
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Golden Rules 
 
 
Armanisuit: Let us return our attention to the Woody 

Back to School unit. You were employed 
by the Ministry of Extreme Social 
Rehabilitation?  

Ms Lawton: No. I remained employed by the Ministry 
of Defense.  

Armanisuit: Why would that be? 
Ms Lawton: I acted as a consultant in certain matters. 
Armanisuit: Did these certain matters include the 

caning of delinquent members of the 
armed forces?  

Ms Lawton: I am unable to answer questions about 
my military life as the information is 
classified. 

Armanisuit 
(smirking): 

Alright, I think we can draw our own 
conclusions. Now Ms Lawton why did 
you choose the Woody School to locate 
the unit? 

Ms Lawton: It was my alma mater and it has all the 
facilities appropriate for the rehabilitation 
programs that had been designed by the 
ministry. 
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Armanisuit: The school was closed down? 
Ms Lawton: Yes, several years ago. 
Armanisuit: Why was that? 
Ms Lawton: They were having difficulty recruiting. 
Armanisuit: Any particular reason? 
Ms Lawton: It had a reputation for being rather strict. 
Armanisuit: By rather strict you mean it practiced 

corporal punishment to excess? 
Ms Lawton: It depends how you define excess. 
Armanisuit: During its last year four times as many 

girls were caned at Woodys than any 
other school in the country. 

Ms Lawton: I assume they deserved it. 
Armanisuit: Did you suffer under the strict regime? 
Ms Lawton: I did not suffer from anything. 
Armanisuit: You were never disciplined? 
Ms Lawton: I didn’t say that, I said I didn’t suffer. 
Armanisuit: So you were caned at school? 
Ms Lawton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: Frequently? 
Ms Lawton: That depends how you define frequently. 
Armanisuit: Well a rough order of magnitude. Once, 

twice, ten times, more? 
Ms Lawton: Probably around thirty. 
Armanisuit: One of your first actions as Grand Dame 

was to abolish caning across the hands? 
Ms Lawton: Yes, I consider it barbaric and dangerous. 
Armanisuit: And you do not consider making a 

woman bend over and expose her bottom 
to be barbaric, or even humiliating? 

Ms Lawton: No I do not, especially when it is normal 
practice. Having experienced both I can 
assure you that I much preferred the 
benders to having fingers swollen like 
bananas all day so I could hardly hold my 
pen. Gals are born broad of beam and 
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perfectly capable of taking a good tight 
licking without it interfering with their 
day. 

Armanisuit: We shall have to take your word for it. 
Was it your suggestion that corporal 
punishment should be used at the new 
Back to School unit? 

Ms Lawton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: And also that the wearing of a uniform 

was mandatory? 
Ms Lawton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: You say that your alma mater had a 

reputation for strict discipline yet you 
introduced a slew of new rules. 

Ms Lawton: I did a thorough review and in some areas 
I found that the rules needed to be up-
rated. 

 
(At this point Armanisuit hands Ms Lawton a sheet of 

paper.) 
 

Armanisuit: Do you recognize these? 
Ms Lawton 
(nods): 

These are the ten golden rules of 
discipline from the Woody School. 

Armanisuit: And what was their relevance? 
Ms Lawton: If you broke any of these rules you got 

the cane. 
 

(Armanisuit produces a thicker sheaf of paper) 
 

Armanisuit: And these are? 
Ms Lawton: This is the list of the offences which 

inmates are caned for at the Back to 
School unit. 

Armanisuit: From ten golden rules to one hundred and 
thirty three golden rules? That’s some 
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damn fine up-rating.  
Ms Lawton: Mr Armanisuit, if you had taken the time 

to read the ten golden rules carefully you 
would have noticed that they refer to a 
considerably longer list of offences. In 
most cases I merely altered the form of 
punishment breaking the rule would 
attract. 

Armanisuit: To one form of punishment, that being 
corporal punishment? 

Ms Lawton: Yes. I considered that lines, detentions or 
other impositions would distract them 
from their curricula activities. In my 
opinion a damn good caning never hurt 
anyone. 

Armanisuit 
(grinning): 

Speaking from experience of course. 

Ms Lawton: We have already established that. 
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Zero-Tolerance 
 
 
Armanisuit: Ms Lawton you have told us you were 

caned in the region of thirty times during 
your school career. Was this typical of 
the amount pupils were caned? 

Ms Lawton: It was probably more than most. 
Armanisuit: Were you a particularly naughty girl? 
Ms Lawton: I was considered high-spirited. 
Armanisuit: I have studied the school records and it 

would appear that you were the most 
caned girl in the school.  

Ms Lawton: That doesn’t surprise me. 
Armanisuit 
(smirking): 

What surprises me is that for all your 
high-spirits you were only caned on thirty 
occasions, yet earlier in the hearing we 
heard that Miss Brooks has been caned 
nearly one hundred and fifty times during 
her sentence. Later we will be hearing 
from Miss Heyworth who has been 
punished even more and is nicknamed the 
Big BUTT. What exactly is the Big 
BUTT, Ms Lawton? 

Ms Lawton: It is the nickname given to the leader of 
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the Bottoms Up Table of Troublemakers. 
Armanisuit: How quaint. However, I can’t help 

thinking that if the cane is supposed to 
serve as a deterrent it does not seem to be 
working very effectively.  

Ms Lawton: Is that an opinion or a question, Mr 
Armanisuit? 

Armanisuit: It was just an observation. Ms Lawton, 
how would you describe the behavior of 
the inmates at the unit? High-spirited?  

Ms Lawton: That is a ridiculous question. 
Armanisuit: Oh come now Ms Lawton, in broad terms 

I’m sure you could answer. 
Ms Lawton: I do not use broad terms Mr Armanisuit. 

Broad terms are for lazy people. Are you 
a lazy person, Mr Armanisuit? 

Armanisuit: I resent your tone Ms Lawton; I am not 
one of your degenerate inmates. 

Ms Lawton: Lucky for you. 
 

(At this point Miss Morton interjected and requested a short 
break to allow tempers to cool off. A fifteen minute recess 

was granted) 
 

Armanisuit: Ms Lawton, what is a grubby? 
Ms Lawton: An inmate serving the first year of her 

sentence. 
Armanisuit: And what exactly is a Personal Draper? 
Ms Lawton: Each grubby is assigned to a member of 

the Elite who will act as her mentor. If a 
grubby fails to achieve her performance 
expectations her mentor has full draping 
rights. 

Armanisuit: Draping rights? What the Dickens are 
draping rights? 

Ms Lawton: A mentor has the right to drape her 
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grubby over her knees and spank her. 

Armanisuit: Arbitrarily? 
Ms Lawton: No, Grubby Drapings are monitored by 

the Senior Brat Draper.  
Armanisuit: I’m sorry you have lost me again. 
Ms Lawton: The Senior Brat Draper is responsible for 

ensuring that serial spanking is kept to a 
minimum. 

Armanisuit: Is serial spanking a problem at the unit? 
Ms Lawton: Occasionally, but there are processes in 

place to eliminate the practice. 
Armanisuit: Who are the SS, Ms Lawton? 
Ms Lawton: I think you mean who were the SS, Mr 

Armanisuit. The SS were a particularly 
heinous group known as the Secret 
Sorority of Serial Spankers. They are 
now defunct. 

Armanisuit: According to my investigators they were 
still functioning during your tenure as 
Grand Dame? 

Ms Lawton: Unfortunately that is correct. 
Armanisuit: And Ms Lawton, what exactly was 

Operation Scorched Arse? 
Ms Lawton: It was a program to curb the rise in mega-

minxdom. 
Armanisuit: Mega-minxdom? 
Ms Lawton: Please don’t be obtuse Mr Armanisuit. 

You have done your research and you are 
perfectly aware of the nomenclature.  

Armanisuit: Oh yes, the mega-minxes. I remember 
now, the more disciplinary challenged of 
the community. So please explain how 
Operation Scorched Arse worked. 

Ms Lawton: We merely ramped up the imposition of 
the rules, regulations and protocols to 
zero-tolerance. 
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Armanisuit: Zero-tolerance? That sounds harsh. Did 

this program succeed? 
Ms Lawton: I feel obliged to say that it did not meet 

my expectations. 
Armanisuit: How so? 
Ms Lawton: The whop-rate actually escalated. 
Armanisuit: The whop-rate? 
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The Whop Rate 
 
 
Ms Lawton: The whop-rate is how we monitored the 

weekly average. 
Armanisuit: And you say the whop-rate escalated? 
Ms Lawton: Your habit of repetition is becoming 

tedious Mr Armanisuit. 
Armanisuit: Who is Patricia Hodge? 
Ms Lawton: She is Deputy Grand Dame at the unit. 
Armanisuit: You hired her? 
Ms Lawton: Yes, but only under instruction from the 

System. 
Armanisuit: You had reservations? 
Ms Lawton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: You had previous acquaintance with Ms 

Hodge? 
Ms Lawton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: In what capacity? 
Ms Lawton: She was Red-shirt at the Woody School 

while I was in attendance. 
Armanisuit: And in that capacity she caned you? 
Ms Lawton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: Just once? 
Ms Lawton: No. 
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Armanisuit: How many times? 
Ms Lawton: That is difficult to answer. 
Armanisuit: How so? 
Ms Lawton: She probably caned me a dozen times on 

legitimate business.  
Armanisuit: And on illegitimate business? 
Ms Lawton: Quite a few times. 
Armanisuit: And you didn’t complain? 
Ms Lawton: No. 
Armanisuit: Why not? 
Ms Lawton: I didn’t want another public flogging. 
Armanisuit: Ah yes. Public floggings. We’ll come to 

those later. Now about Ms Hodge, given 
your experiences with her you appointed 
her as your deputy?   

Ms Lawton: I have already told you, she was 
appointed by the System. 

Armanisuit: During our discovery investigations we 
interviewed Miss Yvonne Godfrey. You 
remember Miss Godfrey? 

Ms Lawton: Of course. 
Armanisuit: Miss Godfrey, I believe, was known as 

the Commandant of the SS? 
Ms Lawton: Until I relieved her of her command. 
Armanisuit: Rather late in the piece so I’m led to 

understand. Nonetheless, Miss Godfrey 
claims that she worked under the 
direction of Ms Hodge. 

Ms Lawton: Unfortunately I was unable to compile 
evidence to support that allegation. 

Armanisuit: But you believe it to be true? 
Ms Lawton: I believe Ms Hodge is capable of 

instrumenting such a sorority but as I say 
I have no hard evidence. 

Armanisuit: And Katie Beck? What is her function at 
the facility? 
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Ms Lawton: She acts as the Unit Matron. 
Armanisuit: How are you related? 
Ms Lawton: She is my ward. 
Armanisuit: Miss Godfrey also told my team that 

Katie Beck is a senior official in the SS. 
Ms Lawton: Again, I would like to confirm that I 

closed down the SS. The participants 
were stripped of their rank as members of 
the Elite and their records appropriately 
annotated. 

Armanisuit: But they were not formally flunked? 
Ms Lawton: No. 
Armanisuit: Why was that Ms Lawton? 
Ms Lawton: I was responsible for activating Operation 

Scorched Arse so I hardly felt it 
appropriate to hold them wholly 
accountable for following orders.  

Armanisuit: But you did formally flunk two other 
inmates? 

Ms Lawton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: And who were they? 
Ms Lawton: Deborah Morton and Lisa Sutton. 
Armanisuit: And the Woody Back to School unit has 

the audacity to use these two degenerates 
as their defense counsel! 

 
(At this point the Chairperson intervened and warned 

Armanisuit regarding taking cheap shots) 
 

Armanisuit: So in essence you were the protector of 
the SS? 

Ms Lawton: I take full responsibility for my 
administration. 

Armanisuit: Do you have any regrets Ms Lawton? 
Ms Lawton: Yes, I regret Operation Scorched Arse 

and I wish to publicly apologize for 
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flunking Deborah and Lisa. 
Armanisuit: I expect that’s a little late now. Let us 

return to your earlier comment that you 
allowed Ms Hodge to cane you because 
you did not want another public 
flogging? 

Ms Lawton: That is correct. 
Armanisuit: I take it that this refers to being caned in 

front of your schoolmates? 
Ms Lawton: That is correct. 
Armanisuit: And this happened to you? 
Ms Lawton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: Just once? 
Ms Lawton: No, twice. 
Armanisuit: Were public floggings commonplace? 
Ms Lawton: Probably two or three a year. 
Armanisuit: This was a practice that you continued at 

the Woody Unit?  
Ms Lawton: That is correct. 
Armanisuit: But far more than two or three inmates 

were publicly flogged each year? 
Ms Lawton: That would be a correct assessment. 
Armanisuit: And during the so called Year of 

Operation Scorched Arse the number 
escalated? 

Ms Lawton: That is also correct, but as I have said the 
whop rate was rising and the proportion 
probably remained the same. 

Armanisuit: How many inmates were subjected to 
public floggings during your tenure? 

Ms Lawton: I don’t have the exact figure available but 
several hundred I should imagine. 
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The Politics of Clobber 
 
 
Armanisuit: It would appear to me that the facility had 

spiraled out of your control Ms Lawton. 
We have heard about cults of mega-
minxes, the whop-rate escalating, a 
Secret Society of Serial Spankers and 
private slaves, a culture of Public 
Floggings and several rogue members of 
the Brass. 
It is hardly any wonder that an 
application has been filed to close this 
depraved institution down. 

Ms Lawton: Mr Armanisuit, given your manner of 
questioning I can understand how you 
would have drawn such a distorted 
conclusion. However, I feel certain that 
when Miss Morton has the opportunity 
she will demonstrate that you are 
suffering from many misconceptions. 

Armanisuit: Miss Morton is a pathological liar. 
Ms Lawton: Miss Morton is many things, but I have 

never found her to be untruthful. 
Chairperson: Mr Armanisuit, I have warned you 
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against making derogatory marks about 
opposing counsel. Another comment like 
that and I shall fine you for contempt. 

Armanisuit: What are the Politics of Clobber? 
Ms Lawton: The rules, regulations and protocols 

dictating the manner in which the inmates 
must maintain their uniforms. 

 
(At this point Armanisuit produced a manual from the 

Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst, Woman’s Royal 
Auxiliary Corps edition, and entered it into evidence.) 

 
Armanisuit: The rules in this manual bear a 

remarkable similarity to the rules you 
introduced at the facility do they not? 

Ms Lawton: It is an extremely good guideline. 
Armanisuit: Well, the armed forces do appear to be 

very exacting about uniforms. Ms 
Lawton while you were at Sandhurst 
were you ever caned for having an untidy 
uniform? 

Ms Lawton: No I was not. 
Armanisuit: So not much caning at Sandhurst? 
Ms Lawton: Not that I was aware of. 
Armanisuit: So this extensive litany of offences here 

listed under the heading ‘zero-tolerance 
clobber abuse’ were added by you? 

Ms Lawton: Yes. I considered the Politics of Clobber 
to be of fundamental importance to 
creating an atmosphere of order. 

Armanisuit: Were the rules at the Woody School 
equally harsh? 

Ms Lawton: There were considerable rules regarding 
the way we dressed. 

Armanisuit: Were you caned if you broke them? 
Ms Lawton: Only for collar and tie abuse. 
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Armanisuit: Were you ever personally caned for this 

offense? 
Ms Lawton: No I was very fastidious about my 

uniform. 
Armanisuit: But at the unit you introduced numerous 

clobber offenses that attracted corporal 
punishment? 

Ms Lawton: My task was to make the inmates take 
responsibility for their actions. They were 
fully aware of the rules and the 
consequences. 

Armanisuit: And the consequences generally seem to 
being slippered by Miss Katie Beck. 

Ms Lawton: Katie takes her responsibilities seriously. 
Armanisuit: Chipped buttons, frayed cuffs or collars, 

hanging threads could all get an inmate a 
dose of the slipper? 

Ms Lawton: Mr Armanisuit, those offenses generally 
relate to clobber that had been submitted 
for laundry in an abusive state. It is not 
too much to expect for the inmates to 
inspect their clobber and make minor 
repairs. 

Armanisuit: Miss Beck’s slipper seems to see a lot of 
action. 

Ms Lawton: As I say Miss Beck takes her 
responsibilities seriously. 

 
(At this point Miss Morton interjected.) 

 
Morton: Surely Mr Armanisuit has already 

established that corporal punishment is 
used at the unit. The method of 
punishment is fully endorsed by the 
Ministry of Extreme Social 
Rehabilitation and by the System. I fail to 
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see what Mr Armanisuit is trying to prove 
here.  

Chairperson: While I sympathize with your point of 
view Miss Morton I have to over-rule 
your objection. Miss Morton, this hearing 
has attracted considerable public interest 
and it would be remiss of this panel not to 
allow the anatomy of this rather unusual 
institution to be fully investigated. 
However, that being said, Mr Armanisuit, 
I encourage you to be a little more direct 
in your questioning. 

Armanisuit: Ms Lawton, I believe that you also 
approved a number of other macabre 
devices to humiliate the inmates.  

Ms Lawton: I take issue with the word humiliate. 
Armanisuit: Full bottom inspection? Please explain 

how this works? 
Ms Lawton: Under the protocols the principal at the 

facility is required to deliver the cane 
across a bared bottom. One of Katie’s 
duties is to conduct an inspection to 
ensure that a bare bender will not result 
in any undue damage. 
It is an authorized safety precaution 
approved by the appropriate authorities. 

Armanisuit: And collaring and sweating? These are 
also safety precautions? 

Ms Lawton: Mr Armanisuit, you are a learned lawyer 
and have certainly done your research. 
You are aware that every rule, regulation 
and protocol I instituted met with the 
approval of the System. Many of them, I 
might add, were endorsed by Mrs 
Forsham-Smythe. 
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(At this point Miss Morton rose to her feet.) 

 
Morton: For the record ladies and gentlemen of 

the panel the Woody Back to School unit 
would like to enter the most recent 
version of the rules, regulations and 
protocols into evidence and bring to the 
attention of the panel that Mrs Forsham-
Smythe’s signature is amongst the 
approvers. 

Armanisuit: This is preposterous! These are classified 
government documents. 

Morton: You’ve obviously had access to them. 
Armanisuit: Miss Morton, I am operating under a 

confidentiality agreement and have 
legitimate rights of discovery. 

Morton: And we’re operating under the threat of 
having our bumbags thrown in the 
slammer and consider this a genuine 
cause for conflict of interest. 

Armanisuit: Miss Morton, you would not know 
conflict of interest if it smacked you on 
the backside, now please sit down! 

Chairperson: Mr Armanisuit, that outburst will cost 
you one thousand quid. The evidence is 
accepted. Mr Armanisuit, I am going to 
adjourn this hearing for lunch and when 
we reconvene I am going to offer Miss 
Morton the opportunity to ask Mrs 
Forsham-Smythe five questions regarding 
her role in the System. 

Armanisuit: That is ridiculous. 
Chairperson” That will be two thousand pounds Mr 

Armanisuit. I hope you are charging high 
fees. 
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During the lunch-time recess the Woody defense 
team remained at their table, swapping notes, talking on 
cell-phones and beaming data backwards and forwards 
between their smart-phones.  

Joanna Heyworth issued a brief statement 
commending the panel’s decision to force Mrs Forsham-
Smythe to explain her relationship with the System. 

In a concurrent press conference Mr Armanisuit 
advised that he had filed an appeal to have Miss Morton 
removed from the Woody counsel team as an untrustworthy 
advocate. 
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Debs in the Hot Seat 
 
 
Chairperson: Miss Morton, I apologize for this but the 

panel is going to grant Mr Armanisuit’s 
request. You will take the stand 
immediately. 

Armanisuit: Miss Moron, oops sorry Miss Morton, 
you are a pathological conspiracy theorist 
I understand? 

Morton: Excuse me? 
Armanisuit: You have filed charges against a member 

of the unit Brass for assault? 
Morton: No I did not. The police have filed those 

charges. 
Armanisuit: For the edification of the panel what 

exactly was the ‘Incident of the Fabulous 
Fart’? 

Morton 
(blushes): 

It was just something that happened. 

Armanisuit: Just something that happened? That is not 
how Miss Yvonne Godfrey or Miss Janet 
Mitchell recalls it.  

Morton: It was an accident. 
Armanisuit: Miss Mitchell tells it somewhat 
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differently. She tells me that not only did 
you emit a window-shaking, skirt 
flapping gargantuan guff that you were so 
impressed with yourself that you tickled 
your ribs with laughter. 

Morton: That is so bogus, I was mortified! It was 
just a nervous reaction. 

Armanisuit: And how did Ms Whitton, the music tutor 
react? 

 
(Miss Sutton interjects disputing relevance. She is over-

ruled.) 
 

Morton 
(turning 
crimson): 

She grabbed me and dragged me over her 
lap, yanked down my bumbags and 
whacked me with her conductor’s baton. 

Armanisuit: And you filed a complaint? 
Morton: I did not file anything! Ms Lawton 

learned of the incident and interviewed 
me and advised me of my right to make a 
complaint. 

Armanisuit: And you chose not to? 
Morton: The complaint would have been heard by 

the System in a public hearing. I had 
absolutely no desire to be dragged 
through another media circus. She was 
banned from beating me for a six month 
period and I hoped that we could just 
move on. 

Armanisuit: But you bore her considerable resentment 
and had her arrested? 

Morton: I did not have her arrested.  
 

(Miss Sutton interjects.) 
 

Sutton: Mr Armanisuit is perverting the facts. 
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Miss Morton’s fellow inmates staged an 
intervention on her behalf due to the 
barbaric manner she was being treated by 
Ms Whitton.  

Armanisuit: Perversion of facts? I intend to show 
Miss Morton’s history of perverting facts 
and then Miss Sutton we shall be turning 
our attention to you. 

Chairperson: Mr Armanisuit, please concisely explain 
where you are going with this?  

Armanisuit: It is my intention to demonstrate Miss 
Morton’s lengthy history of deceit. 

Chairperson: Miss Morton I apologize but I am going 
to allow this cross-examination to 
continue but Mr Armanisuit I warn you 
that I am listening carefully. 

Armanisuit: Miss Morton, prior to your incarceration 
you were a famous tennis player? 

Morton: I was a tennis player. 
Armanisuit: You were supposed to be an example to 

other up and coming tennis players but 
you were consistently charged with 
bringing the game into disrepute. 

Morton: That is totally untrue. I was charged with 
bringing the association into disrepute. 
Charges I still dispute. 

Armanisuit: Let me see. You were charged with 
procuring alcohol and gambling in Las 
Vegas with falsified identification? 

Morton: I was nineteen years old and could drink 
and gamble in any other place in the 
world. 

Armanisuit: But you procured false identification? 
Morton: Yes and I was fined. 
Armanisuit: And I seem to remember you made some 

scathing remarks about the Lawn Tennis 
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Association in the national press? 
Morton: Yes, and I was fined for that too. 
Armanisuit: Miss Morton, you were eventually 

sentenced to spend two years at the 
Radcliffe Back to School unit is that 
correct? 

Morton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: And generously you were allowed to 

participate at Wimbledon prior to your 
incarceration under certain curfew terms? 

Morton: I complied with the terms. 
Armanisuit: Not according to the agents of the System 

monitoring your whereabouts. We have 
documented evidence that you 
consistently violated curfew.  

Morton: That is untrue and I was not allowed to 
defend myself at my hearing. 

Armanisuit: Miss Morton, documentary evidence is 
documentary evidence, what possible 
point would it have been for you to waste 
the time of upstanding citizens listening 
to your lies? 

Morton: You mean like the documentary evidence 
we’ve just seen with Jojo and Claire? 
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Degenerate Debs? 
 
 
Armanisuit: You were the first British female to reach 

the Wimbledon semi-finals for almost a 
quarter of a decade? 

Morton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: You played a clarinet solo at the Albert 

Hall when you were twelve years old? 
Morton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: And you have recently scored 158 on the 

Cattell III B IQ test?  
Morton: I got lucky. 
Armanisuit: These are all extremely commendable 

achievements, Miss Morton, but I 
understand that you have another less 
well known achievement? 

Morton: I have no idea what you are talking about.
Armanisuit: You attended the Queensgate Academy 

did you not? 
Morton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: And they practiced corporal punishment? 
Morton: There was not much practicing that I 

remember. 
Armanisuit: And you were caned occasionally? 
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Morton: Mr Armanisuit, you know that if I answer 

in the affirmative that you will accuse me 
of lying, why don’t you just cut to the 
chase?  

Armanisuit: How many times were you caned Miss 
Morton? 

Morton: Eighty-three. 
Armanisuit: Eighty-three?  

Miss Morton, my interns have scrutinized 
the public records dating back to 
Eighteen-Fifty-Three and it would appear 
that you were caned more than any other 
school pupil in history. 

Morton: Lucky me. 
 

(Miss Sutton interjects.) 
 

Sutton: Once again Mr Armanisuit is introducing 
scandalous irrelevancies into the 
proceedings. Miss Morton’s prior life has 
no bearing on the case in hand.  

Armanisuit: Miss Sutton, if you had half a brain in 
your head you would be able to keep up. 

Chairperson: That will be another five thousand quid 
Mr Armanisuit, now please proceed. 

Armanisuit: Miss Morton, please explain the 
disciplinary program you were placed in 
during your last year at the Queensgate 
Academy?  

Morton: I was placed on special disciplinary 
report. 

Armanisuit: Which meant what exactly? 
Morton: The Dames, my teachers, were required 

to grade my behavior at the end of each 
lesson 

Armanisuit: And what was the scale? 
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Morton: A through E. A being excellent, E not so 

good. 
Armanisuit: And what were your performance 

requirements? 
Morton: I was not allowed to be graded less than 

C three times in a week. 
Armanisuit: And how did you perform? 
Morton: Not particularly well. 
Armanisuit: What happened if you failed to meet the 

performance criteria? 
Morton: I was popped. 
Armanisuit: Popped? 
Morton: I was beaten with the ceremonial popping 

stick by the President of Posh. 
Armanisuit: How many weeks were there in a school 

year? 
Morton: Thirty-nine. 
Armanisuit: And how many times were you popped 

during your last year at school? 
Morton: Thirty-nine. 
Chairperson: Mr Armanisuit you are beginning to 

annoy me. I will allow you one last 
question to show relevance and after that 
I am closing you down.  

Armanisuit: Miss Morton, are you a complete 
degenerate? 

Chairperson: That’s enough Mr Armanisuit, another 
ten thousand quid fine and we’re closing 
down for the evening. Miss Morton, I 
apologize for Mr Armanisuit’s 
performance. Tomorrow morning you 
may proceed as counsel for the defense 
and will question Mrs Forsham-Smythe 
and will be allowed to ask her five 
questions.  
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Mr Armanisuit, pack your pajamas, you 
are spending the night in jail. 

 
WEDNESDAY EVENING EDITION – DAY 3 

 
“A Night in the Cells for Armanisuit” 

 
In another sensational twist in the Snobs and Rotters 

hearing the counsel representing the Right Honorable Mrs 
Forsham-Smythe will spend the night in prison for rough-
housing Deborah Morton on the stand.  

Tomorrow morning Miss Morton will revert to her 
role as counsel for the defense when she will be allowed 
five questions regarding Mrs Forsham-Smythe’s function 
within the previously covert government department known 
as the System. 

Joanna Heyworth fielded questions from the press 
with her usual impressive presence and panache. After a 
long day of courtroom brawls and sprawls Miss Heyworth 
remained poised and optimistic. “They threw a lot of rocks 
at us today, but sticks and stones don’t hurt us; well sticks 
do sometimes but its only whops.” 
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Five Easy Questions 

 
 
It took all of Jojo’s considerable charm to 

finally comfort Debs. 
“He ripped me apart and made me look 

stupid,” Deborah sobbed. 
“He made himself look stupid,” Jojo consoled 

her, “that’s why he’s in prison tonight.” 
Deborah stared at the television. “Look at that, 

they play that over and over. 
Jojo flicked her eyes at the screen. The 

networks kept showing the infamous footage of 
Deborah being led handcuffed from the center court 
of Wimbledon with her hands manacled behind her 
back. Jojo clicked the remote control. 

“That’s enough of that,” she told Debs. “We’re 
going upstairs to the penthouse suite to drink some 
champagne with Mr Humphries. We need to work on 
your five simple questions to ask Malicious Forsham-
Smythe.” 
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THURSDAY NOON EDITION – DAY 4 
 

“Malicious Intent” 
 
After the brutal mauling Deborah Morton had 

received at the hands of Mr Armanisuit yesterday afternoon 
the internet forums have been buzzing. Many pro-rotter 
strategists suggested that Jojo Heyworth should bench Debs 
and bring in Miss Lisa Sutton for the crucial five questions 
allotted to reveal the Right Honorable Mrs Mellissa 
Forsham-Smythe’s role in the System. 

Mrs Forsham-Smythe filed the applications that 
initiated the now infamous Snobs and Rotters tribunal but 
is now finding her own personal integrity under 
investigation. 

At an early morning press conference Mr 
Armanisuit looked ill-kempt and ill-tempered after his 
night in jail. He unleashed a scathing attack on the 
chairperson of the panel and announced that Mrs Forsham-
Smythe refused to be cross-examined by Miss Morton. 

In contrast Jojo Heyworth looked relaxed and 
pristine in her striped blazer, white blouse, neatly knotted 
tie and flared skirt. 

“Unless Mrs Forsham-Smythe wishes to rescind her 
application Deborah is our appointed counsel for this cross-
examination,” she said firmly. “We refuse to be 
intimidated.” 

 
Morton: You act in an independent consulting 

capacity to the System? Would you 
explain your role? 

Mrs F-S: That is government classified 
information. I refuse to respond. 

Morton: Ladies and gentlemen of the panel I have 
been given the opportunity to ask five 
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questions, I believe that they should 
warrant five answers. 

(Armanisuit leaps from his chair.) 
 

Armanisuit: We have already established Miss 
Morton as a degenerate of the first order 
and now she wants to break government 
approved confidentiality agreements? No 
wonder she has been required to be 
thrashed so often. 

Chairperson: Another twenty five thousand quid Mr 
Armanisuit and another night in the cells. 
Please answer the question Mrs Forsham-
Smythe unless you would care to join 
your learned counsel for the night. 

Mrs F-S: My operatives compile data on celebrities 
suspected of Extreme Ladetting. 

Morton: Out of interest, did that include me? 
Mrs F-S: After the Las Vegas incident you were 

considered a top priority.  
Morton: But after the incident I was only charged 

with Misdemeanor Ladetting and was due 
to spend two years at the Radcliffe unit? 

Mrs F-S: Your case was reconsidered after my 
operatives witnessed you abusing your 
curfew restrictions. 

Morton: My car broke down! I reported it to my 
Court Appointed Guardian. 

Mrs F-S: All the relevant facts were considered in 
drafting the recommendation to reassess 
your sentence. 

Morton: And you wrote that recommendation? 
Mrs F-S: Yes I did. I consider you to be dangerous 

to society. Clearly you belong at the Big 
House or better still a high-security 
prison. 
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Morton: Oh good grief. 

 
Miss Morton was clearly stunned by the revelation 

that she was cross-examining the architect of her public 
disgrace and the ending of her career. Lisa Sutton requested 
a short break so that the defense team could confer before 
asking their final two questions. Despite rigorous 
objections from Armanisuit the hearing was recessed until 
after lunch. 

 
“That evil bitch,” groaned Deborah. “How 

many of our careers has she destroyed?” 
“And she is legally allowed to do this,” sighed 

Nixdown, “this is insane.” 
“I know that you’re shaken up Debs,” said 

Jojo, “do you want Lisa to take over?” 
Debs grimaced. “That would make it look like 

she had rattled me and they’ll use that to their 
advantage, I can’t let her do that.” 

 
THURSDAY EVENING EDITION – DAY 4 

 
“Loot for Lock-ups” 

 
The so-called Snobs and Rotters tribunal has now 

become the most talked about subject in recent history. 
Before lunch Deborah Morton learned during her cross-
examination that the Right Honorable Mrs Forsham-
Smythe had officiated over the recommendation that she 
should be sent to the Big House. 

Miss Morton initially looked shaken but she was 
composed when the hearing recommenced after lunch.   
 
Morton: Aside from your position related to the 

so-called celebrity Ladettes, how many 
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other roles do you perform in your 
capacity as a consultant to the System? 

Mrs F-S: I am a member of the sentencing 
committee and the oversight committee 
regarding the Woody Back to School 
unit. 

Morton: And finally. How exactly are you 
compensated for these services? 

Mrs F-S: I have a performance based contract. 
Morton: In other words the more Ladettes you 

lock up the more money you make? 
 

(Armanisuit leaps from his chair.) 
 

Armanisuit: Miss Morton has asked her five 
questions. 

Chairperson: Noted. However I am interested in the 
response; please answer the question Mrs 
Forsham-Smythe. 

Mrs F-S: Bonus schemes are not at all unusual in 
government contracts like this. 

Morton: I see. 
 

Armanisuit, once again, lodged an application with 
the panel to have both Miss Morton and Miss Sutton 
disqualified as defense counsel. 

 
Chairperson: Last night you unsuccessfully tried to 

persuade me to remove Miss Morton and 
were reduced to unprofessional behavior, 
Mr Armanisuit. I hope for your sake that 
you have proper justification for this 
filing. 

Armanisuit: I was not allowed to finish cross-
examining Miss Morton and I haven’t 
even started on Miss Sutton. It is my 
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intention to demonstrate that both these 
women are involved in a conspiracy of 
subterfuge and deceit. I would like to 
return Miss Morton to the stand to answer 
crucial questions regarding the criminal 
conspiracy that she has embarked upon to 
sully the name of a highly respected 
member of the education community.  

Chairperson: I am going to grant your application Mr 
Armanisuit but please be advised I will 
not tolerate any more of your scurrilous 
personal attacks against Miss Morton.  
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The Wacky Whackster 
 
 
Armanisuit: Miss Morton, you have told us that 

following the ‘Incident of the Fabulous 
Fart’, that Ms Whitton was prohibited 
from beating you for a period of six 
months? 

Morton: That is correct. 
Armanisuit: Did she maintain her end of the 

agreement? 
Morton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: Did she ever punish or scold you? 
Morton: She totally ignored me. She used grubby 

intermediaries to communicate with me 
over matters of the choir and orchestra. 

Armanisuit: But you did attend music sessions. 
Morton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: I am interested in your relationship with 

Ms Whitton preceding your disgusting 
display of public flatulence. 

Morton: It was very amicable. I sang in the choir 
and she arranged for me to make 
occasional guest appearances with 
various orchestras. 
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Armanisuit: Before the incident in question had she 

ever caned you? 
Morton: She didn’t use a cane, but yes she had 

beaten me occasionally with a violin 
bow. 

Armanisuit: How many times? 
Morton: I don’t know once or twice a year. 
Armanisuit: For what type of offenses?  
Morton: Routine stuff, goofing, gabbing, larking 

or pranking. 
Armanisuit: Had she ever red-carded you? 
Morton: A couple of times. 
Armanisuit: Just for clarity explain why a red card is 

issued? 
Morton: For routine stuff we are normally 

punished in the lecture halls. But for 
zero-tolerance stuff we are shown a red 
card and sent up to the principal for a 
bare bender. 

Armanisuit: A bare bender? 
Morton: I think that is self-explanatory. 
Armanisuit: But during the six months following the 

incident she didn’t red card you once? 
Morton: No, she just ignored me. 
Armanisuit: During that period were you being red 

carded by other members of the Brass? 
Morton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: How many? 
Morton: I don’t remember exactly but I probably 

got fifteen or twenty bare benders during 
that time.  

Armanisuit: Miss Morton, were you aware of the 
anniversary date of the ‘Incident of the 
Fabulous Fart.’ 

Morton: Vaguely. 
Armanisuit: I put it to you that you were more than 
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somewhat vaguely aware. In fact I put it 
to you that you spent six months planning 
for the anniversary. 

Morton: You’ve lost me there. 
Armanisuit: I believe that you planned to intentionally 

provoke Ms Whitton to beat you on the 
date of the anniversary and then lodge a 
complaint that could not be connected 
with the fabulous fart. 

Morton: That is ridiculous. 
Armanisuit: But she did beat you on the exact 

anniversary? 
Morton: Yes she did and I can assure you that I 

did not provoke it. 
Armanisuit: The report says that you acted insolently 

from the moment that you entered the 
room. 

Morton: The moment I entered the room she 
yellow-carded me. I hadn’t even sat 
down. 

Armanisuit: A yellow card? 
Morton: It’s a warning card. If you misbehave 

after a yellow card you are either 
whopped by the Dame or sent up for a 
bare bender. 

Armanisuit: But you didn’t heed the warning. 
According to the report you “proceeded 
to act smugly, attempted to distract the 
other participants and when she warned 
you that she would beat you, you 
responded by sneering at her and 
answering her insolently.” 

Morton: That is not true. She barreled down on me 
and asked me if I fancied six of the best. I 
declined the invitation, which seemed the 
sensible response at the time. 
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Armanisuit: Judging by the supercilious demeanor 

that you have demonstrated during this 
tribunal I very much doubt that you 
responded in quite such an innocent 
manner.  

Morton: She was going to beat me anyway, what 
does it matter how I responded? 

Armanisuit: That is exactly what I expected, a 
flippancy. I put it to you that she was 
merely warning you to behave and that 
you wittingly provoked her. 

Morton: Mr Armanisuit, were you smoking crack 
last night while you were in the cells? 

Chairperson: Miss Morton, I know that Mr Armanisuit 
has a most aggravating manner but please 
do your best to resist the temptation to 
stoop to his tactics. 

Morton: I apologize to the panel. But Mr 
Armanisuit’s accusations are simply 
ridiculous. Who in their right mind would 
voluntarily provoke a borderline 
deranged member of the Brass to beat 
them with a violin bow?  

Armanisuit: Now you are accusing Ms Whitton of 
being borderline deranged? 

Morton: She wasn’t nicknamed the Wacky 
Whackster without good reason. 
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The Anti-Debs Conspiracy 
 
 
Armanisuit: Miss Morton, so you are claiming that 

you did not purposefully provoke Ms 
Whitton and that she punished you for no 
reason? 

Morton: That is correct. 
Armanisuit: Then why did you not file a complaint 

with Ms Lawton? 
Morton: It was not a particularly good time for me 

to be filing complaints with Ms Lawton. 
Our relationship was going through a 
sticky patch. 

Armanisuit: Why was that? 
Morton: There had been a misunderstanding over 

the protocols.  
Armanisuit: Meaning? 
Morton: She had chucked me out of assembly for 

collar and tie abuse. I felt that she had 
breached a standing protocol that inmates 
in Phase 5 of their sentences were treated 
with slightly more discretion. 

Armanisuit: And you made her aware of your 
opinion? 
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Morton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: And was she sympathetic? 
Morton: Not exactly. 
Armanisuit: How did she react? 
Morton: She put me over her knee and spanked 

me. Then she gave me a double bare 
bender. 

Armanisuit: And you did not take kindly to being 
punished in this manner? 

Morton: I was furious. 
Armanisuit: And you planned to get even by 

vandalizing facility property? 
Morton: I did not intend any damage to be caused. 
Armanisuit: You dragged a poor defenseless horse 

into the chemistry laboratory, did you 
not? 

Morton: It was a prank that went wrong. 
Armanisuit: The horse caused considerable damage 

both to furniture and in its panic 
defecated on the floor causing the 
laboratory to be quarantined?  

Morton: It was an unfortunate accident. 
Armanisuit: Caused by your desire to get back at Ms 

Lawton. 
Morton: I was hurt and angry at the way she had 

treated me. 
Armanisuit: And how did she treat you after this 

fiasco? 
Morton: She publicly flogged me and then 

declared me as the unit’s Public Enemy 
Number One. 

Armanisuit: So you seemed remarkably skilled at 
attracting enemies. We have heard about 
Grand Dame Jennings, members of the 
Lawn Tennis Association, Ms Whitton 
and now Ms Lawton all conspiring 
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against you. 

Morton: I never said that, I object to you putting 
words into my mouth. 

Armanisuit: Oh come now Miss Morton, nobody 
believes that wide eyed innocence. Look 
at the facts, you were thrashed eighty-
three times at school, you fell foul of the 
tennis authorities and the System, and 
your behavior at the Back to School unit 
has been so deplorable that you were 
declared Public Enemy Number One and 
the way you see it, it’s just one big anti-
Debs conspiracy. 

 
(Miss Sutton strongly objects to the line of questioning.) 

 
Sutton: Mr Armanisuit is making biased and 

unfounded assumptions and presenting 
them as facts. He has no possible 
evidence that Deborah harbors any 
conspiracy theories. 

Chairperson: I must confess Mr Armanisuit I have to 
agree with Miss Sutton that whilst you 
might be revealing tidbits of information 
that will make interesting reading over 
morning coffee you have hardly 
presented a case for Miss Morton to be 
stood down as unsuitable counsel for the 
defense. 

Armanisuit: I am trying to demonstrate that Miss 
Morton is of a vengeful nature and that 
she clinically conspired to have a 
respected member of the Brass arrested 
and disgraced. 

Sutton 
(offering a 

I would like to enter into evidence an out-
take from a statement that Ms Whitton 
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sheet of paper): made to the police at the time of her 

initial arrest. 
Armanisuit: This is highly defamatory. Ms Whitton is 

not here to defend herself. 
Chairperson: I’ll allow it. 
Sutton 
(reading): 

“They were not assaults I tell you; they 
were justified and well-deserved 
punishments. That contemptible little 
vixen is the most insidious individual I 
have ever had the misfortune to 
encounter. There is not a single day that 
gal does not deserve to be beaten within 
an inch of her life!” 
 
It hardly seems that Ms Whitton needed 
much provoking. 

 
Having unsuccessfully failed to have Miss Morton 

removed from the defense team Mr Armanisuit turned his 
attentions to Miss Sutton demanding an opportunity to 
interview her. After considerable debate the panel agreed 
that Miss Sutton would be interviewed first thing in the 
morning. 

 
The tribunal continues tomorrow. 
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Minxster Mauled 
 
 

Back at the hotel the defense team was 
congregated in the conference room to analyze the 
day’s events. Lady Victoria and Cat Cassidy, who were 
watching the proceedings via a video-link back to the 
facility, were buoyant.  

“Look you really nailed Mrs Forsham-Smythe 
and Armanisuit’s attacks on Debs back-fired,” said 
Vix.  

“Plus he gets to spend another night in the 
slammer,” grinned Cat. 

“That just means he’ll be even tetchier in the 
morning,” warned Jojo, “he’ll really be gunning for 
Lisa.” 

“We need to go on the offensive before the 
weekend,” said Debs. “I want to get Ms Lawton back 
on the stand.”  

The front-pages of the morning newspapers 
were dominated by stories from the tribunal. Several 
influential papers were highly critical of Mrs Forsham-
Smythe’s ‘loot for lock-ups’ operation and praised the 
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Woody defense team for its poise under scurrilous 
attack. 

Predictably, the skank-sheets focused on 
Deborah’s now infamous fabulous fart and featured 
numerous unkind strip cartoons that caused Debs to 
burst into tears. As usual Jojo comforted her and 
encouraged her to get her own back by helping the 
unit win the tribunal. 

 
FRIDAY NOON EDITION – DAY 5 

 
“Sutton the Subversive?” 

 
Armanisuit began the day with another aggressive 

attack on Woody counsel. Having failed yesterday in his 
attempt to besmirch the reputation of Deborah Morton, he 
turned his attention to her co-counsel Miss Lisa Sutton. 

  
Armanisuit: Miss Sutton, you spent a period at the 

Radcliffe Back to School unit did you 
not? 

Sutton: That is correct. 
Armanisuit: How long? 
Sutton: Nearly two years. 
Armanisuit: But you didn’t finish your sentence? 
Sutton: No. 
Armanisuit: Why was that? 
Sutton: I was flunked and sent before a re-

sentencing committee. 
Armanisuit: Why was that? 
Sutton: I was wrongly accused of writing papers 

and university applications for other 
inmates. 

Armanisuit: Wrongly accused, how often have we 
heard that before? But, Miss Sutton, 
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aren’t you being somewhat frugal with 
the truth? 

Sutton: How so? 
Armanisuit: Our discovery shows that you received 

considerable compensation for you 
nefarious activities. 

Sutton: That is simply untrue and for the record I 
was not involved in any nefarious 
activities. I was assisting some of my 
friends with their studies. The unit did 
not have a formal study curriculum like 
Woodys but the inmates still had the 
opportunity to apply for acceptance as 
mature students when they completed 
their sentences. 

Armanisuit: I’m touched, Miss Sutton, you make your 
fraudulent behavior sound so altruistic. 

 
(Miss Morton interjects.) 

 
Morton: Ladies and gentlemen of the panel, Mr 

Armanisuit is at it again. He has no 
evidence to support this accusation. 

Chairperson: Do you have any evidence, Mr 
Armanisuit? 

Armanisuit: Miss Sutton, did they practice corporal 
punishment at the Radcliffe unit? 

Sutton: Not generally. 
Armanisuit: But you were caned? 
Sutton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: Under what circumstances? 
Sutton: I was summonsed before the principal 

and shown a paper written by a friend of 
mine and accused of authoring it. 

Armanisuit: A charge that you denied? 
Sutton: Of course I denied it, it was untrue.  
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Armanisuit: According to the record this accusation 

coincided with a large quantity of money 
coming into your possession. 

Sutton: I would hardly call it large. I had made 
arrangements for money to be transferred 
from my trust fund. I was planning a 
vacation following my release from the 
unit. I explained this to the principal. 

Armanisuit: But she didn’t believe you? 
Sutton: She seemed to at first and then several 

days later she summonsed me again. 
Armanisuit: What transpired at this interview? 
Sutton: She produced several more papers and 

repeated her accusation that I had 
authored them and accused me of being 
paid for doing so. 

Armanisuit: A charge that you again denied? 
Sutton: Of course I did, I keep telling you that the 

charges were ridiculous. 
Armanisuit: What happened then? 
Sutton: She went to a cupboard and brought out a 

cane. She told me to hold out my left 
hand. 

Armanisuit: Were you surprised? 
Sutton: Of course I was surprised. I didn’t even 

know she owned a cane. 
Armanisuit: How did you react? 
Sutton: I refused. 
Armanisuit: But you eventually complied? 
Sutton: She threatened to have her deputy come 

and physically hold my hand out. I 
wasn’t having that so I stuck out my hand 
and she gave me three strokes across the 
palm. 

Armanisuit: You filed a complaint with your Court 
Appointed Guardian? 
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Sutton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: And what happened. 
Sutton: Two days later I received a note from the 

System. I expected it to be the date I 
would lodge my complaint. 

Armanisuit: But it wasn’t? 
Sutton: No, the note informed me that the System 

had considered my case and that I was to 
be formally flunked from the unit and 
transferred to the Woody Back to School 
unit to serve an additional five years. 

Armanisuit: On what charges? 
Sutton: Subversion of the Back to School system, 

making false statements and accepting 
bribes to pervert the university 
application system. 

Armanisuit: Those are very serious charges. 
Sutton: Those are very bogus charges. 
Armanisuit: Oh more bogus charges? It’s beginning to 

sound like a common criminal’s mantra. 
Chairperson: That’s enough Mr Armanisuit unless you 

would like another fine and a weekend in 
prison. 

Armanisuit: Miss Sutton, what happened to you on 
your second day at the Woody unit? 

Sutton: I was bent over my bed and given six of 
the best for gabbing after lights out. 

Armanisuit: Did you refuse to bend over? 
Sutton: No, I had spent several days in an 

immersion course on the rules, 
regulations and protocols. I knew what to 
expect if I broke the rules. 

Armanisuit: It still must have come as shock? 
Sutton: Three strokes across the palm of the left 

hand hardly prepares you for six hot ones 
across the seat of thin pajamas if that is 
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what you are asking Mr Armanisuit. 
Armanisuit: During your stay at the Woody Back to 

School unit you have been caned 
frequently? 

Sutton: Yes. 
Armanisuit: In fact for a lengthy period you were 

declared as Public Enemy Number One, 
before your rank was reduced due to the 
degeneracy of your co-counsel? 

Sutton: I was declared Public Enemy Number 
One, but I do not have a degenerate co-
counsel. 

Armanisuit: What does it take to be declared as Public 
Enemy Number One amongst a bunch of 
social delinquents? 

Sutton: I mistakenly climbed over a wall and 
damaged Ms Lawton’s garden. 

Armanisuit: Mistakenly? How does one mistakenly 
climb over a wall? Ladies and gentlemen 
of the panel, once again we see evidence 
that these women have no intention of 
taking responsibility for their actions. 
Everything is a mistake, an accident, or a 
trumped up charge. 
 
What we see is no evidence of social 
rehabilitation. 
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Ms Lawton Fights Back 
 

 
Morton: Hiya, Lisa. 
Sutton: Hiya, Debs. 
Morton: So Lisa, you got whopped on your 

second day? Poor you. 
Sutton: It was only whops. 
Morton: How did you find the unit after your 

transfer? 
Sutton: It wasn’t as bad as I expected. 
Morton: How so? 
Sutton: The curriculum was fantastic, almost as 

good as at university. 
Morton: You were at Camford when you were 

arrested. 
Sutton: Yes. 
Morton: What were you studying? 
Sutton: Advanced-physics. 
Morton: You had been published in numerous 

journals? 
Sutton: Yes. 
Morton: And have you been allowed to continue 

to submit papers for publication while 
you have been at Woodys.  
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(Armanisuit objects but his request is denied.) 
 

Sutton: Yes. Both Ms Lawton and Mr Humphries 
have been very supportive, and Ms 
MacAllister keeps me in touch with my 
old tutors and professors. 

Morton: We study fourteen subjects at the facility, 
what is your grade average? 

Sutton: Ninety-two per cent but I’m hoping to 
improve a few points this year. 

Morton: What is the Woody mentoring program? 
Sutton: We give ad-hoc lectures and tutor 

anybody having difficulty in any of their 
courses. 

Morton: It is established voluntarily? 
Sutton: Yes, you should know, you established it. 
Armanisuit: This is preposterous. These two natural 

born liars are attempting to paint 
themselves as some form of paragons of 
virtue. Both these women have been 
formally flunked for discipline and show 
no signs of social rehabilitation. That is 
what this tribunal should be focusing on. 

Chairperson: Sit down Mr Armanisuit. I am interested 
to hear from Miss Sutton and Miss 
Morton. And Mr Armanisuit if you make 
one more reference to the defense 
counsel as liars without concrete 
evidence you will be spending far longer 
than the weekend in jail. 

Morton: What other programs do you volunteer 
for? 

Sutton: I help Jojo run the art-master class. 
Morton: So it’s not all mischief and mayhem? 
Sutton: I don’t deny that I’m a mega-minx, but 

I’m a naughty gal and not a bad gal. 
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Morton: Ladies and Gentlemen of the panel, I 

would like to invite Ms Lawton to return 
to the stand. 

 
(Despite objections from Armanisuit Miss Lawton is called 

to the stand.) 
 

Morton: Good morning, Ma’am. 
Ms Lawton: Good morning, Deborah. 
Morton: How would you define the ultimate 

objective for the graduates of the Woody 
Back to School unit? 

Ms Lawton: The mandate was to take a group of the 
most delinquently challenged young 
women, also known as the Extreme 
Ladettes, and socially rehabilitate them. 
Social rehabilitation is defined as 
returning them to the community ready to 
find full-time employment in the 
workplace or to enter them into 
university programs as mature students.  

Morton: How successful have you been? 
Ms Lawton: We have an almost one hundred per cent 

record. More importantly, and I checked 
the records recently, we have achieved an 
almost zero per cent record of repeat 
offenders, with the exception of minor 
traffic offenses. 

Morton: What percentage of graduates qualified 
for university places? 

Ms Lawton: Almost eighty per cent. 
Morton: That includes the Camford universities? 
Ms Lawton: Yes, I was particularly proud that in 

every graduating class between fifteen 
and twenty-five percent of the members 
of the Elite qualified to take the Camford 
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exams. 
Morton: What are the Lawton Scholarships? 
Ms Lawton: I established these with the help of Mr 

Humphries. They allow inmates to stay 
on at the facility to take their degrees on-
line. 

Morton: Mr Armanisuit has painted a picture of a 
dark and draconian institute, why would 
anybody choose to stay there if they don’t 
have too? 

Ms Lawton: Perhaps Mr Armanisuit is not the artist he 
thinks he is.  

Morton: Thank you, Ma’am. Perhaps it’s not such 
a bad place after all. 

 
As the tribunal recessed for the weekend pundits are 

guardedly giving the Rotters a slight advantage over the 
Snobs. 

Certainly Armanisuit’s aggressive line of 
questioning has shown the Woody Back to School unit to 
be an anomaly in contemporary liberal thinking.  
Nonetheless the performances of the co-counsels Morton 
and Sutton and the press liaison officer, Miss Joanna 
Heyworth have been charming and persuasive. 

 The final cross-examination of Ms Lawton, 
architect and former-principal of the unit was extremely 
compelling and raised numerous questions about Mrs 
Forsham-Smythe’s contention that the unit should be 
closed. 

 
The tribunal continues on Monday.  
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Slacker 
 
 

When they returned to the facility for the 
weekend the defense team was delighted to find that 
Lady Victoria and Cathryn Cassidy had organized a 
welcome home cook-off to applaud them for all the 
hard work and long hours that they had put in during 
the past five days.  

The grubbys had spent the day decking out the 
grounds with marquees, awnings and linen covered 
tables. The gals had been divided into cooking teams 
and had spent the day preparing tasty fare for the 
homecoming heroines. Melons and Penelope Anne 
had set up an oyster and champagne station in the 
quadrangle with the fountain as a centerpiece. The 
defense team accepted crystal flutes filled with icy 
bubbly from the grubbys as they climbed out of the 
stretch limousines. 

“Whoa, party-time!” grinned Nix. 
“Well it’s not as though we haven’t earned a 

drink,” winked Debs. 
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“Let’s have some fun,” agreed Jojo, “but 
remember we’ve got a lot of work to do this weekend. 
Next week is going to be another long week.” 

Cat came across and hugged Jojo, “Don’t 
worry sis, this is strictly a pre-victory party. We’ll save 
getting you really squiffy until next weekend.” 

 
Lady Victoria Brompton sat in an armchair in 

the Grand Master’s study, her legs swung over the 
arm and a glass of champagne in her hand. 

“All in all it’s gone quite well, I think,” the Red-
shirt reported. “Patty is furious that you left me in 
charge but she’s kept a pretty low profile.” 

“How about Katie and the Wart?” asked Mr 
Humphries. 

“They’ve been behaving themselves pretty 
well,” nodded Victoria. “I think that they understand 
how important the tribunal is to the unit and have 
done their best to help.” 

“Well that’s good to hear. So how’s the whop 
rate been?” asked the Grand Master. 

“Lower than average. The usual chuck-out’s 
during assembly and a few thrashings during the 
dorm raids but to be honest everybody has been so 
busy working on research they haven’t had much 
time for minxing,” grinned Vix. 

“Wonders will never cease. So shall we go and 
join the party?” suggested the Grand Master. 

Vix nibbled her lip. “There is just one minor 
situation outstanding,” she sighed. 

“What’s that,” asked the Grand Master. 
“It concerns Helen James; she just wasn’t 

pulling her weight. We set her assignments and they 
were always late. When I called her on it she blamed 
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it on her teams,” complained Vix. “She’s such a 
fucking slacker.” 

“How did you deal with the situation,” enquired 
Mr Humphries. 

Victoria blushed a little. “Well I haven’t quite 
yet,” she explained. “I red carded her and told her 
that we would wait until you returned to deal with 
her. She’s a prefect so I wasn’t quite sure if I had the 
authority to beat her myself.” 

“Oh great,” groaned the Grand Master. He was 
less than thrilled at the news. Helen James was a 
notorious muff and her vocal accompaniments to 
being punished had earned her the nickname Holler. 
She was also a major league slacker and earlier in the 
year several members of the Brass had filed 
complaints about her failure to complete assignments 
and the sloppy manner they were prepared when 
they were finally delivered and requested that she 
was beaten. 

The following morning the Grand Master had 
instructed Helen to report to his office immediately 
after assembly was completed. After assembly he had 
sat patiently in his office awaiting the prefect’s arrival, 
but much to his surprise she didn’t appear. After a 
while he went out to check with Katie Beck, but the 
prefect hadn’t reported for inspection either. When 
fifteen minutes had elapsed he called Vix on her cell 
phone and told her to cut along and investigate. 
Eventually there was a knock on the door and Helen 
appeared. She looked extremely agitated and it was 
clear from the red rings around her eyes that she had 
been crying. Mr Humphries told her to wait in the 
office and went outside to speak to Vix. 
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“Is she okay,” he asked with genuine concern 
in his voice, “has something happened?” 

“Oh hell no,” laughed Vix, “she’s just in a funk. 
I found her skulking in the bathroom. She said she 
needed to pee but I know she was just down there 
blubbing, she’s such a muff.” The Red-shirt giggled, 
“Should I stick around? She sometimes needs some 
assistance in staying down.” 

Mr Humphries was appalled by Helen’s 
performance. The prefect sobbed and begged him not 
to beat her, promising never, ever, ever, to slack 
again. When he finally coerced her over the chair and 
slashed his cane downwards across her backside, she 
hollered and howled and blubbed.  

“Cease those ridiculous noises,” he instructed 
her, “or else I’ll really give you something to holler 
about.” 

She hopped up several times, clutching her 
skirt to her bum and weeping openly. Eventually the 
Grand Master was forced to resort to having her lie 
across his desk with Vix hanging onto her wrists. 
Despite having her pinned down Helen still managed 
to catch Mr Humphries painfully below the knee with 
the heel of her shoe as she kicked and writhed 
uncontrollably.  

By the time the punishment was over Mr 
Humphries had concluded that in the event that Helen 
James ever required thrashing in the future he was 
going to find an alternative method of restraining her. 
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Spanking Holler 
 
 

“Aw man, you want me to spank Holler?”  Lady 
Vix groaned incredulously. “Surely you can’t expect 
me to dangle her; I’d never get her up over my 
knee!”  

“No, of course not, Vicky, we can do it here 
and you can drape her. I just think it would be better 
than having to hold her down over the desk like last 
time,” the Grand Master explained. 

Victoria rolled her eyes. “This is just going to 
be a bundle of laughs.” 

 
Jojo turned into the stairwell that led to the 

Grand Master’s study carrying a bottle of 1993 Dom 
Perignon in her hand. She had hardly mounted the 
first step when the brouhaha broke out. The howls 
emanating from behind the door at the top of the 
stairs were quite deafening. 

Holler was making a fuss. Lady Victoria 
Brompton had one arm around the prefect’s waist 
desperately trying to keep her tucked in and had her 
right leg pinioned across the sprawled Holler’s in an 
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attempt to keep her from kicking. During her 
struggles Holler had shifted her weight forward so 
that her nose was in the carpet, but the thick pile did 
little to absorb the deafening squeals emanating from 
Helen James’s lungs. 

“OH! OH! OH!” she howled, “OW! WOW! OW!” 
she yelled. “YAROOOOOHHH!!!” she wailed as Lady 
Vix brought the hairbrush down with stunning slaps. 

“P…P…PLEEEEEEAAAAAAASSSSSSSE VICTORIA 
NOOOOOOOO MORE!!!!” shrieked Holler.  

“For fucks sake shut up,” growled Lady Vix and 
unleashed a cracker that echoed around the room like 
a rifle shot. The Red-shirt was royally pissed off. 
Helen’s hollering was giving her the pip; she hauled 
the prefect into position again and landed two whaps 
that would have made the toughest gal wince. Holler 
howled. 

“I’m warning you,” hissed Vix, “if you don’t 
shut the fuck up I’m really gonna start laying it on 
thick,” and cracked the brush down. 

Holler desperately tried to free herself and Vix 
had to struggle to keep her over her lap. 

She scowled at the Grand Master, who grinned 
back at her affably. 

“Jeez,” Vix thought to herself, “this just 
shouldn’t be this hard.” 

Holler looked a mess when she was finally 
released. Her tie was halfway around over her 
shoulder, her blouse tails hung out from her skirt and 
she had somehow managed to lose a shoe during the 
spanking. Tears were gushing down her cheeks and 
her nose was running. Her hands were clutched to 
the seat of her skirt and she was openly rubbing. 
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“Oh good grief, Victoria,” said the Grand 

Master, “take her away and clean her up, we’ll post-
process her in the morning.” 

 
Jojo stepped aside as Vix and Holler came out 

onto the landing. Helen hurried down the stairs with 
her head bowed and the sound of sniffling billowing in 
her wake. Vix raised her eyes skywards, Jojo grinned. 

“Are you going back to the party?” Jojo asked. 
“You can bet your fucking bumbags I am, I’ll 

go and take care of her first,” laughed Vix, “and then 
I’ll need a fucking drink after all this nonsense.” 

Jojo smiled indulgently, “Do me a favor Vix, 
and make sure the team doesn’t get absolutely 
plastered.” 

Vix winked, “Don’t worry your bumbags sis, me 
and Cat is on the job!” 

 
Jojo ambled into the room. The Grand Master 

was replacing the straight-backed chair in its 
traditional position in front of the fireplace. 

“Well, that was some hullabaloo,” smiled Jojo. 
“She’s not quite spank-off material yet,” 

grinned the Grand Master. 
Jojo handed him the bottle of Dom for him to 

open. “I’m planning a strategy meeting in the 
morning,” she told him. “I’d like to get opinions from 
everybody on how we’re performing and ideas for 
how we can go forward. I just got word that they are 
putting the Bounder in the box, first thing on 
Monday.” 

“Now that is interesting,” mused Mr 
Humphries. “I bet we’ll see her name all over the 
papers this weekend. She’s not going to like that.” 
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“I haven’t told her yet,” said Jojo, “I think it 
would be better left to the morning, after she’s had a 
chance to wind down. She’s been working hard 
keeping everybody supplied.” 

The Grand Master poured the champagne. 
“Bottoms up!” he smiled. 
“I know,” giggled Jojo, “but can’t we wait until 

later, until after the party?” 
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Nixdown Makes a Movie 

 
 
The barbeque was a great success. Cat and 

Lady Vix deterred the inmates from getting too squiffy 
with friendly but firm reminders that nobody had 
been granted immunity from six and suggested that 
unless any of them really had the stomach for six 
they should concentrate their attentions on filling 
their tummies with succulent pork ribs and spicy 
wings.  

Predictably all the gab was about the weeks 
proceedings. Although much of the kudos went Jojo, 
Lisa and Debs the three gals were quick to remind 
everybody that this was a Team Woodys event and 
that everyone’s hours of research was as valuable to 
the defense as the work in the front-line. 

 
The weekend was a great success. Jojo and 

her team were focused. Lisa and Debs spent hours 
prepping Bernadette for her upcoming ordeal. The 
Bounder promised to keep her temper and not 
scratch Armanisuit’s eyes out too early in the piece. 
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Cat was convinced that the best way to defend 
themselves was to attack Mrs Forsham-Smythe. 
Nixdown assigned the unit’s two top hackers, Heidi 
Alexander and Linda Ash to work with her and to go 
digging for dirt. 

 
On Sunday afternoon the Woody gals were 

congregated in the Great Hall. 
Nicola Jane Nixon clicked the remote control 

and the screen went blank. For a second the gals 
were silent, and then they began to clap and howl 
with delight. 

“Fucking ‘A’ Nix!” Jojo enthused. 
“Total fucking spin!” yelled Lady Vix. 
“Go sister!” laughed Cat. 
Nix stood up and curtsied. Over her clobber 

she was wearing a leather bomber jacket with 
Woodys emblazoned in red letters across the back. 
She wore her long blonde hair in a ponytail pulled 
through a Woodys baseball cap. 

“I’d like to thank my producer and dear friend,” 
she giggled. “Put it up and keep it up for Miss Jojo 
Heyworth, spin mistress extraordinaire!” 
 

MONDAY NOON EDITION – DAY 6 
 

“Show me the Money” 
 

Throughout the weekend the living rooms and 
saloon bars of the whole country had been filled with 
debate over the new national preoccupation of the Snobs 
and Rotters tribunal, and there were scenes of frenzy when 
the doors of the tribunal hall opened this morning. 
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Members of the public had camped overnight to ensure 
their places in the prestigious front seats of the hall.  

The Woody defense team won the approval of the 
panel to open the week’s proceedings with a short video 
filmed by Nicola Jane Nixon. Filmed throughout the 
weekend Nixon’s video presented a real-time view of the 
day-to-day life at the Woody Back to School unit. 
Apparently shot without scripting the video endeavored to 
demonstrate the normality of the community and to this 
extent Nixon was successful. Armanisuit, for the Snobs, 
was given the opportunity to respond and described the 
video as “typically unrepresentative and misleading,” 
calling it “another of Woody’s ploys to undermine the 
gravity of the enquiry.” However, despite Armanisuit’s 
protestations the charming production was a considerable 
public relations coup for the so-called Rotters. 

 
There was standing room only in the tribunal hall. 

The pavements were overflowing outside as the Snob and 
Rotter obsessed public craned their necks to catch a 
glimpse of Miss Bernadette Summers. All weekend the 
new agencies have been recycling decade old stories, 
pictures and news footage of Miss Summers’ last public 
appearances before a court of law. 

Miss Summers earned herself considerable 
notoriety during the trial of her father. Joe Summers, a Sri-
Lankan diplomat, was accused of re-directing millions of 
international aid grants into his personal coffers. Despite 
hostile cross-examination his daughter refused to answer 
questions posed by the prosecution. Her defiant resistance 
earned Miss Summers a custodial sentence in juvenile 
reform school. 

Joe Summers was eventually convicted and 
sentenced to fifteen years for fraud but the money was 
never recovered.  
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Miss Summers entered the tribunal hall under the 
protection of several bodyguards rumored to be provided 
by Stacks Monroe, a somewhat shady night-club owner and 
known associate of Joe Summers. 

Acting for the prosecution, Mr Armanisuit seemed 
determined to exploit Miss Summers’ colorful history. 

 
. 
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Bounder in the Box 

 
 

Armanisuit: Miss Summers, or should I call you Miss 
Bounder? Isn’t that the name that you go 
by? 

Summers: I may be Miss Bounder to my friends but 
I can assure you that you are not included 
in that category, Mr Scumbag. Isn’t that 
the name that you go by? 

Chairperson: Mr Armanisuit, please do not provoke the 
witness and Miss Summers, I understand 
that it may be difficult, but, please refrain 
from the temptation to respond in such an 
unseemly manner.   

Armanisuit 
(chuckles): 

Refrain from temptation? You’re not very 
good at that are you Miss Summers? 

Summers: Is that a question? 
Armanisuit: How did you earn your income prior to 

starting your sentence at Woodys? 
Summers: I was self-employed. 
Armanisuit: Self-employed? Were you a window 

cleaner? A plumber? How exactly did 
you self employ yourself? 

Summers: I played cards. 
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Armanisuit: For a living? 
Summers: Yes. 
Armanisuit: So you were a professional gambler? 
Summers: Yes. 
Armanisuit: Do you still gamble? 
Summers: Occasionally. 
Armanisuit: Miss Summers, I have been informed that 

you gamble regularly. In fact I am told 
that you run a betting syndicate at the 
Woody Back to School unit, is this 
correct? 

Summers: The gals enjoy an occasional flutter. 
Armanisuit: What do you bet on? 
Summers: Whops, mostly. 
Armanisuit: That is rather unusual Miss Summers; 

most of the bets available to the general 
public are normally associated with a 
sport. 

Summers: Whops are a sport. 
Armanisuit: Let me get this straight for the record 

Miss Summers, corporal punishment, or 
whops as you so colorfully call them, are 
considered a sporting activity amongst 
the delinquent inmates of this flawed 
institution? 

Summers: Aren’t they everywhere? 
Armanisuit: Miss Summers according to our research 

during your peripatetic schooldays you 
were slippered in Singapore, caned in 
Cairo, whacked in Washington and 
beaten frequently at an English boarding 
school. 

Summers: So? 
Armanisuit: According to these records your crimes 

included smoking, drinking, gambling, 
cussing and brawling. 
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Summers: So I was precocious; there’s no crime in 

that.  
Armanisuit: You are also an inveterate liar and a 

confidence trickster. 
Summers: Is that a question? 

 
(At this point Miss Sutton interjects and addresses the 

panel.) 
 

Sutton: This is ridiculous. Mr Armanisuit has no 
possible basis for these scurrilous 
allegations. 

Armanisuit: Miss Sutton, it is already an established 
fact that Miss Summers was a party to 
her father’s nefarious activities, which 
probably explains why she has been 
incarcerated. 

Sutton: Miss Summers’ incarceration has no 
relation to her father. She was arrested 
after winning three hundred thousand 
pounds at a casino owned by the 
Forsham-Smythe Corporation.  Funny 
how that coincidence keeps repeating 
itself. 

Armanisuit: Miss Summers’ sentence was based upon 
her refusal to reveal the origin of the 
stake-money that she used in the first 
place.  

Sutton: Did anybody ask her before she sat down 
at the table? 

Armanisuit: It was not relevant at the time. 
Sutton: But it was relevant after she won the 

money? 
Armanisuit: Her reticence led the authorities to 

believe that she was using her father’s ill-
gotten gains. 
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Sutton: Why don’t we ask her now? Where did 

you get the money Bernadette? 
Summers: I won it playing backgammon. 
Sutton: Who from? 
Summers: Sarah Forsham-Smythe. 
 

At this point Mr Armanisuit requested a recess to 
consult with his prosecution team. The tribunal will 
continue following lunch. 
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A Rough Diamond 

 
 
MONDAY EVENING EDITION – DAY 6 

 
“Snob Attack Backfires” 

 
Despite another revelation regarding the curious 

relationship between the Forsham-Smythe family and the 
inmates of the Woody Back to School unit the prosecution 
sought to reverse its fortunes with another scathing attack 
on Bernadette Summers.  
 
Armanisuit: You are now in the fifth year of your 

sentence, is that correct? 
Summers: Yes. 
Armanisuit: So one would assume that you are well 

on the way to being fully socially 
rehabilitated. How many times have you 
been caned this year Miss Summers? 

Summers 
(shrugs): 

I don’t keep count. I’d have to refer to 
my Punishment Record Book. 

Armanisuit: Don’t bother Miss Summers; my interns 
inform me that you have been caned over 
twenty times. 
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Summers: That sounds about right. 
Armanisuit: It also coincides with a similar record 

from the same period twelve months ago. 
It is hard to see any pattern of 
improvement in your behavior.  

Summers: I told you I don’t keep count; I’ll have to 
take your word for it. 

Armanisuit: Am I to take it from your flippant attitude 
that corporal punishment is not much of a 
deterrent? 

Summers: Nobody likes whops but they’re a fact of 
life. 

Armanisuit: They seemed to have been a staple of 
your life Miss Summers.  

 
(At this point Miss Sutton objects.) 

 
Sutton: Surely we have already established that 

whops are the primary form of 
punishment at Woodys.  

Armanisuit: Miss Sutton, sit down and shut up. What 
we have established is that it does not 
appear to be very effective which is the 
whole basis this application to have 
unsavory individuals like yourself, Miss 
Summers and Miss Moron put in high-
security prisons. And preferably have the 
keys thrown away. 

Chairperson: Mr Armanisuit that’s another night in the 
cells and you will apologize to Miss 
Morton. You will also donate five 
thousand pounds to a charity of her 
choice. 

Armanisuit: It was just an understandable slip of the 
tongue. 

Chairperson: That is hardly an apology Mr Armanisuit. 
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Let’s make that ten thousand pounds 
shall we? 

Armanisuit: Alright I will apologize, but only under 
protest.  
As I have said I am trying to demonstrate 
how ineffective caning Miss Summers 
has proven over the years. How many 
schools did you attend Miss Summers? 

Summers: Six or seven. 
Armanisuit: And at how many did you receive 

corporal punishment? 
Summers: Four of them. 
Armanisuit: And the others I assume did not practice 

corporal punishment. 
Summers: You can assume what you like. 
Armanisuit: I believe you were also expelled from a 

number of schools. 
Summers: I wasn’t expelled, Pops was asked to 

make alternative arrangements. 
Armanisuit: And one of those alternative 

arrangements was a short spell at the 
Queensgate Academy? 

Summers: Yes. 
Armanisuit: Where you doubtless met Miss Morton? 
Summers: Yes. 
Armanisuit: Were you friends? 
Summers: She chose me to be her partner on the 

tennis team. 
Armanisuit: And that was the extent of your 

relationship? 
Summers: We hung out occasionally. 
Armanisuit: We heard earlier of Miss Morton’s 

lamentable record for requiring discipline 
while she attended the academy, is this 
something the two of you had in 
common? 
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(Miss Sutton leaps to her feet.) 
 

Sutton: What possible relevance does this have? 
Armanisuit: Oh good lord. I should have thought that 

it was obvious. I am merely trying to 
draw a significant parallel between these 
two degenerates total failure to respond 
to any form of social rehabilitation.  

Chairperson: Degenerate is going at ten grand a pop 
today, Mr Armanisuit; however, I shall 
allow Miss Summers to respond. 

Summers: I was popped a few times if that’s what 
you are asking. 

Armanisuit: And during these poppings you 
encountered Miss Morton? 

Summers: Of course I did. Debs pretty well lived in 
the Tank. 

Armanisuit: The Tank? 
Summers: That’s where we waited before we were 

charged by the Posh. 
Armanisuit: The Posh being the disciplinary 

committee? 
Summers: Yes. 
Armanisuit: In general why were you sent to the 

Tank? 
Summers: The Dames seemed to think I was a bit of 

a rough diamond. 
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A Ruby in the Dust 

 
 
Following a brief recess to allow frayed tempers to 

calm down Miss Sutton was given the opportunity to cross-
examine Miss Summers.  

Lisa Sutton’s performance was superb. Summers’ 
body language conspicuously altered as Sutton smoothly 
put her at ease. Throughout her questioning by Mr 
Armanisuit Miss Summers face had been contorted into an 
angry glower, but, as she began to relax she grinned and 
smiled and occasionally threw her head back and laughed 
appealingly.  
 
Sutton: Hiya Bounder. 
Summers: Hiya Minxster. 
Sutton: Please describe your current relationship 

with Deborah? 
Summers: She volunteers as my French tutor and 

she has taught me to read music. 
Sutton: Do you compensate her for these 

services? 
Summers: No. She donated her fees to Ginger 

Beckett’s ballet project for 
underprivileged kids. 
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Armanisuit: This is an outrage. These are convicted 

felons with a history of Extreme-
Ladetting. This is a blatant attempt at 
obscuring the facts with misinformation. 

Chairperson: Miss Morton can you confirm Miss 
Summers’ statement? 

Morton: It’s really not that big of a deal. 
Sutton: Come on Debs don’t be so bashful. How 

many of the inmates do you mentor? 
Morton: I have six on my books currently. 
Sutton 
(laughs): 

That seems like an appropriate number. 

Morton (grins): Smart arse. 
Sutton: But seriously do you donate all the fees 

to charity? 
Morton: Yes. 
Chairperson: Any further information you require Mr 

Armanisuit? 
Armanisuit: This is preposterous I would like it 

entered into the record that these are 
individuals of dubious credibility and the 
truthfulness of their answers should be 
doubted. 

Sutton: Two can play at that game Mr 
Armanisuit.  
 
Deborah you have been caned about two 
hundred times, is that correct? 

Morton: Unfortunately it’s actually two hundred 
and thirty three between Queensgate and 
Woodys; unlike my friend Bernadette I 
count every whop. 

Sutton: Have you ever been caned for 
untruthfulness? 

Morton: No, I’ve been caned for almost 
everything you could imagine but I can 
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honestly say never for untruthfulness. 

Sutton: What about you Bounder, have you ever 
been whopped for telling porkies? 

Summers: No. I may be a very bad gal but I ain’t 
dishonest. 

Armanisuit: I wish to have it written to the record that 
the prosecution considers this evidence to 
be untrustworthy. 

Sutton: Then I would like to offer into evidence 
full disclosure of the punishment records 
of both Miss Morton and Miss Summers 
so that the panel can make an 
independent review.  

Armanisuit: How can we tell that the entries are not 
fabricated? 

Chairperson: Mr Armanisuit I believe these records are 
subject to government auditing, are you 
accusing the government of falsifying 
evidence? 

Armanisuit: I will withdraw the objection. 
Sutton: May I proceed now? 
Chairperson: Go ahead Miss Sutton. 
Sutton: I only have two more questions. 

Bernadette how has your grade point 
average improved during the last twelve 
months? 

Summers: I have gone from a C+ to an A-. 
Sutton: That is a significant improvement. 
Summers: You know it’s thanks to you and Debs. 

You both encouraged me to study so I 
could go to college when I’m finished at 
Woodys. 

Sutton: Cool … I don’t think you’re a rough 
diamond Bounder I think that you’re a 
ruby in the dust. 
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Armanisuit made another impassioned attack on the 
credibility of the defense and was again fined by the 
chairperson.  

Outside the court-house he made several derogatory 
comments regarding the panel and it is reported that he was 
later arrested at his hotel and spent another night in chokey 
for contempt. 

 
The hearing continues tomorrow. 
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Jojo in the Hot Seat 

 
 

TEUSDAY NOON EDITION – DAY 7 
 

“The Big BUTT” 
 

Polls outside the tribunal hall demonstrated growing 
support for the Woody Back to School unit. Every day an 
increasing number of visitors are arriving dressed in the 
smart uniforms worn by the inmates of the facility, known 
as clobber. 

Popular opinion seems to be that the poise and 
grace of the Woody gals is a clear indication of the success 
of the social rehabilitation program. 

There was considerable excitement as Miss Joanna 
Heyworth took the stand. Miss Heyworth has become the 
face of Woodys with her nightly press-conferences and has 
been highly critical of Mr Armanisuit’s tactics and 
particularly of his scathing personal attacks on Deborah 
Morton. This morning Miss Heyworth will have the 
opportunity to face her nemesis. 

 
Armanisuit: Miss Heyworth, you are known as the 

Big BUTT I believe. 
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Heyworth: That would be me. 
Armanisuit: This is because you have been punished 

more than any other inmate at this bizarre 
institution? 

Heyworth: Is that a question Mr Givenchysuit? 
Armanisuit: My name is Armanisuit! Yes it was a 

question. 
Heyworth: It’s a difficult one to answer as I don’t 

know of any bizarre institutions. 
Armanisuit: Miss Heyworth do not pretend to be 

obtuse, answer the question, have you 
been punished more than any other 
inmate of the Woody Back to School 
unit. 

Heyworth: There you go gotcha. Yes I have Mr 
Revlonsuit. 

Armanisuit: My name is Armanisuit! We have heard 
of the disgraceful records of Miss 
Brooks, Miss Morton and Miss Summers, 
this means your record is even worse than 
theirs. 

Heyworth: Depends on how you look at things. To a 
Woody gal it means my record is better 
than their’s. 

Armanisuit: Are you not ashamed of yourself? 
Heyworth 
(grins): 

You just don’t get it do you Mister 
Ambercrombiesuit? 

Armanisuit: I will not tell you again Miss Heyworth 
my name is Armanisuit. I don’t get what? 

Heyworth: At Woodys we work hard, play hard and 
minx hard. 

Armanisuit: Minx hard? Isn’t that just a silly name for 
misbehaving? 

Heyworth: Minxing and misbehaving ain’t the same 
thing? 

Armanisuit: Don’t be ridiculous. 
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Heyworth: According to the dictionary a minx is a 

gal who knows how to control other 
people to her own advantage. 
Misbehaving is improper, rude, or uncivil 
behavior and we are none of those things 

Armanisuit: Oh my only Aunt Sally. 
 

(Armanisuit speaks directly to the panel, “This is another 
preposterous exhibition of these criminals making a 

mockery of this whole tribunal!” 
At this point Deborah Morton rose to her feet and requested 
the panel to look at the dictionary definitions, approaching 
the bench with her smart-phone she showed a number of 

definitions from a variety of downloaded dictionaries, 
clearly demonstrating the correctness of Heyworth’s 

assertion.) 
 
Armanisuit: Putting aside the semantics clearly the 

reason that you are beaten with such 
frequency is because your day-to-day 
behavior is considered totally 
unacceptable by the Brass. Is that not the 
case Miss Heyworth? 

Heyworth: Look Mr Chanelsuit, at Woodys we 
prank, we goof and we lark, and then we 
get whopped for it. It’s really that simple. 

Armanisuit: Miss Heyworth if you mispronounce my 
name once more I shall apply to have you 
taken down to the cells. 

Chairperson: Miss Heyworth, I think you’ve had your 
fun. I know that Mr Armanisuit is an 
intensely annoying individual but please 
show him some courtesy. 

Armanisuit: Help me out here Miss Heyworth. When 
I was at school we did everything to 
avoid being caned because it damn well 
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hurt. Am I missing something here? It 
seems like the inmates go to great lengths 
to get themselves caned. Are you all 
depraved? 

Heyworth: Oh poor Mr Armanisuit did you get your 
botty whopped. I’m so sorry to hear that. 
Did you run home crying to mummy so 
she could kiss it better? 

Armanisuit: Miss Heyworth I am beginning to get 
tired of your flippant manner. I would 
remind you of the gravity of these 
proceedings. 

Heyworth: I am well aware of the gravity of these 
proceedings. How much more serious can 
it be than having a buffoon like you 
trying to throw my bumbags in the 
slammer? 

Armanisuit: Miss Heyworth I object to your tone. 
Heyworth: Mr Armanisuit I object to you, period. 
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Hostile Witness 
 
 
Armanisuit: I would request to be allowed to treat this 

witness as hostile. 
Chairperson: And what would that entail Mr 

Armanisuit, as best as I can tell you have 
treated all the witnesses in a hostile 
manner?  

Armanisuit: Miss Heyworth is attempting to make a 
mockery of the proceedings and I want 
her to answer my questions. 

Heyworth: I am not making a mockery of the 
proceedings Mr Armanisuit I am making 
a mockery of you. Now if you ask me 
some sensible questions I’ll take you 
seriously. 

Armanisuit: This is preposterous. It’s no wonder you 
are beaten so frequently if this is an 
example of the manner that you conduct 
yourself. 

Heyworth: Is there a question in there or are you just 
ranting? 

Armanisuit: Miss Heyworth, how old were you when 
you were sentenced? 
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Heyworth: Twenty-one. 
Armanisuit: Had you received corporal punishment at 

school? 
Heyworth: No. 
Armanisuit: Or at home? 
Heyworth: No. 
Armanisuit: So it must have come as a shock to you to 

find yourself suddenly in the cruel 
environment? 

Heyworth: Now there you go Mr Armanisuit, a 
sensible question. Yes the Woody 
environment was quite difficult to adapt 
too at first, but I soon got the hang of it. 

Armanisuit: What is a Little Brat? 
Heyworth: An inmate in the first year of her 

sentence. 
Armanisuit: And how are Brats punished? 
Heyworth: They are generally hand-spanked. 
Armanisuit: You received the cane during your first 

year, was that unusual? 
Heyworth: It was at the time. 
Armanisuit: How unusual? 
Heyworth: I was the first Brat ever to be beaten. 
Armanisuit: And what did you do to earn this honor? 
Heyworth: Nothing in particular, I think it was more 

in recognition of my overall body of 
work. 

Armanisuit: That being your propensity for minxing 
as you so quaintly put it? 

Heyworth: I think you’re finally catching on Mr 
Armanisuit. I’m impressed. 

Armanisuit: So on this first occasion did the caning 
not hurt? 

Heyworth: Of course it hurt, Miss Lawton is very 
skilled and canes very hard. 

Armanisuit: But this did not deter you from 
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continuing on a rampage of mischief and 
mayhem? 

Heyworth: Everything’s a trade-off Mr Armanisuit. 
At Woodys we trade hot bottoms for the 
joys of minxing.  

 
(Miss Morton rose to her feet and objected to Mr 

Armanisuit’s repetitive line of questioning.) 
 

Chairperson: I tend to agree with Miss Morton you 
have already subjected several witnesses 
to revealing that they are frequently 
caned. If you have no more illuminating 
questions I’d suggest you sit down. 
 

Morton: Heyho Jojo. 
Heyworth: Hiya Debs. 
Morton: I won’t keep you long. What are your 

hobbies and interests?  
Heyworth: I like a lot of things, riding obviously and 

arts and theater. 
Morton: You conduct numerous workshops at the 

facility? 
Heyworth: I run the theatre group and an Arts 

Master class. 
Morton: And you managed the renovations of the 

Great Hall? 
Heyworth: Yes. 
Morton: So it’s not all just minxing and whops? 
Heyworth: We are a self-sufficient community and 

everybody pulls their weight. 
Morton: Thank you, Joanna that will be all. Oh 

and by the way, I didn’t find you the least 
bit hostile. Mr Armanisuit must have had 
a sheltered childhood. 
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Before the lunchtime recess Miss Morton requested 
permission to address the panel. 

 
Morton: We have spent considerable time now 

focusing on the performance of the 
inmates at the Woody Back to School 
unit. Mr Armanisuit has attempted to 
demonstrate that the strict whops and 
clobber regime does not promote social 
rehabilitation. We would like to be given 
the opportunity to interview Mrs Hayden-
White who acts as principal at the Ripley 
Back to School unit where corporal 
punishment is not utilized. 

 
Armanisuit launched an angry attack on the Woody 

proposal and earned himself another large fine for 
threatening to spank Deborah Morton. The chairperson 
granted the Woody request and Mrs Hayden-White will 
appear tomorrow. 

 
As the audience was getting ready to leave Nicola 

Jane Nixon hit the remote control and replayed the video 
shown earlier in the day. Even the panel stopped to watch 
the rerun of the compelling keyhole view of the inmates 
cheerfully interacting at the facility. It brought a smile to 
the faces of the many Rotter fans and drove Melissa 
Forsham-Smythe into a public fit of apoplexy.  

 
The Tribunal continues tomorrow. 
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Hi-Jinx at Ripley 
 
 

Back at the hotel Mr Humphries had laid on a 
sushi buffet. The defense team loosened their ties 
and kicked back while they conferenced with the gals 
back at the facility.    

“Way to go sisters,” Cathryn Cassidy chortled 
over the video link. “Did you see old Forsham-Smythe 
on the TV?” 

“No, we were still in the press room,” sighed 
Jojo. 

“It’s okay, I’ve taped it and I’ll cut you an AVI 
file and beam it over. She was fucking furious. She 
ranted and raved and tore Armanisuit to pieces right 
on camera.” 

“Beam on sis!” laughed Jojo. 
“Hey Nix, your video may have been the coup 

de grace,” smiled Penelope Ann proudly.  
“Don’t speak too soon,” Nix replied, “we may 

have won some battles but we still need to win the 
war.” 
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Cat grinned. “Okay sisters; let me show you 
what I have discovered about the Ripley unit. Now 
brace yourself because I’m just about to blow your 
bumbags off.” 

The defense team listened in astonishment as 
Cathryn downloaded the information she had 
extracted from a disgruntled inmate who was serving 
a term at the Ripley facility. 

“Holy shit,” gasped Debs. “You’re a fucking 
genius Cat. This is hot stuff. This is going to divert 
attention from my poor beleaguered bum. I feel like 
I’ve had a target painted on the seat of my skirt for 
these past few weeks. Let’s go to work.” 

“Bottoms up to that,” agreed Jojo. 
 
Jojo’s bare bottom was facing upwards and her 

nose was only inches from the penthouse carpet. The 
defense team had spent most of the afternoon 
prepping for the following day’s proceedings. Later 
she had popped up to the penthouse for a nightcap 
and ended up face down arse up across the Grand 
Master’s lap. 

It was a position with which she was intimately 
familiar. Since they had begun their relationship 
earlier in the year the Grand Master had shown a 
considerable predilection for warming his lover’s buns. 
To Jojo’s initial surprise she had found that she rather 
enjoyed the sessions, especially when he put her over 
his knee. 

 
Jojo flapped her skirt and fanned her backside. 

Although gratuitous spankings never had the gravity 
of some of the punishment spankings he had given 
her down in the Brat Chamber Mr Humphries still 
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managed to raise the surface temperature of her bum 
considerably. 

“Do you think going on the offensive will 
work?” she asked the Grand Master. 

“I don’t see why not, we’ve defended brilliantly 
and now it’s time to score a few goals.” 

 
Wednesday Evening Edition – Day 8 

 
“School for Scandal” 

 
Since the beginning of the Snobs and Rotters 

enquiry it has been the inmates of the Woody facility who 
have been branded as delinquents. Today, in a remarkable 
reversal of fortunes, Mrs. Hayden-White, Grand Dame of 
the Ripley Back to School Unit, was forced to acknowledge 
considerable wrongdoings occurring at the more liberal 
unit.  

 
Sutton: You do not administer corporal 

punishment at the unit. 
Mrs H-W: Certainly not. 
Sutton: But you do have other forms of 

discipline? 
Mrs H-W: Of course we do. 
Sutton: Such as? 
Mrs H-W: Detentions, impositions, community 

service. In extreme cases an in inmate 
may be gated for a period. 

Sutton: Sarah Forsham-Smythe is an inmate? 
Mrs H-W: Yes Sarah has been with us for some 

time. 
Sutton: Yes, we have examined that interesting 

sentence earlier. What is her current 
status? 
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Mrs H-W: She is currently gated. 
Sutton: What did she do to deserve this? 
Mrs H-W: There were some accusations that she and 

several of her friends were shop-lifting. 
Sutton: Did the police investigate these 

allegations? 
Mrs H-W: No, we dealt with the matter internally. 
Sutton: Did Sarah confess? 
Mrs H-W: No she told me that the accusations were 

unfounded and I believed her. 
Sutton: How long has she been gated? 
Mrs H-W: Eight weeks. 
Sutton: That is interesting. I would like to enter 

into evidence these dated photographs of 
Sarah and several of the other inmates at 
various social functions during the past 
few weeks. 

Mrs H-W: That is correct. They filled out 
concession requests and I approved them. 

Sutton: How much does a concession request 
cost? 

Mrs H-W: I don’t know what you mean? 
Sutton: I think you do Mrs Hayden-White. I 

would like to enter into evidence the 
Schedule of Rates that is operated at the 
Ripley Back to School unit. 

Mrs H-W: Where did you get that? 
Sutton: That is not important. 

 
(Miss Sutton approaches the panel and hands them a sheet 

of paper.) 
 

Armanisuit: This is another outrage. What possible 
relevance can this have on the case in 
hand? This is another of Miss Sutton’s 
smoke-screens. 
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Chairperson: I’m afraid I disagree. Is this schedule of 

rates legitimate? 
Mrs H-W: This is private unit business. 
Sutton: I thought you were a government 

agency? 
Mrs H-W: We are an independent business with 

government sponsorship. 
Sutton: What does that money go towards? The 

unit? To charitable causes?  
Mrs H-W: This is private business and has no 

relevance to the tribunal. I demand to 
know how you gained access to this 
information 

Sutton: Or does it go to the Isle of Man trust fund 
that you administer? Mrs Hayden-White, 
I hate to be the one to tell you this but the 
Inland Revenue and the Fraud squad 
seized your records a few moments ago. I 
have no idea how they became public so 
quickly. 

 
(Armanisuit interjected with a request to confer with his 
client.  After fifteen minutes he returned and requested a 
further recess to give his client time to prepare a written 

statement regarding certain financial agreements between 
her and the inmates of the Ripley Back to School unit.) 

 
Armanisuit: Mrs Hayden-White wishes to make the 

following statement. “In pursuit of my 
employment as Grand Dame of the 
Ripley Back to School unit I have been 
occasionally prevailed upon by 
concerned families of certain inmates of 
the facility to reconsider my position 
with regards to their daughters’ futures 
in return for certain small considerations. 
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This group of concerned parents 
includes Mrs Forsham-Smythe whose 
daughter Sarah, along with a group of 
her friends, has faced being sent before a 
disciplinary hearing of the System on 
three occasions for activities including 
shop-lifting, cocaine possession and 
credit card fraud. Mrs Forsham-Smythe 
carries considerable influence within the 
System and I acted strictly under 
instruction. It has always been and 
continues to be my intention to declare 
this Trust Fund to the Inland Revenue 
and pay all taxes due. I am confident that 
no fiscal impropriety will be uncovered 
and that nothing unlawful has occurred 
either by the contributors to the fund or 
by myself, the fund’s trustee. At this 
time I feel it necessary to withdraw from 
these proceedings so that I can work 
with the authorities to rectify any 
misconstruances or misunderstandings. 
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Sarah on the Stand 
 
 

The controversial confession threw the tribunal into 
confusion. Mr Armanisuit made an impassioned appeal to 
the panel to ignore any allegations regarding the Ripley 
Back to School unit. It can only be assumed that the 
Forsham-Smythe Corporation will foot his bills as he 
earned himself several further fines after describing the 
defense counsel as pathological liars and conspiracy 
theorists. He claimed that the accusations against Mrs 
Hayden-White was a well-planned subterfuge to divert 
attention from Mrs Forsham-Smythe’s application to have 
the Woody unit closed down. 

The chairperson disagreed. 
 

Chairperson: I would like to ask Miss Forsham-Smythe 
some questions myself. 

Armanisuit: This is highly irregular. I have not had 
the opportunity to brief Miss Forsham-
Smythe. 

Chairperson: All the better Mr Armanisuit. Miss 
Forsham-Smythe please step into the box. 
 
Miss Forsham-Smythe you are the 
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beneficiary of a substantial trust fund I 
believe?  

Sarah F-S: My grandfather left me some money. 
Chairperson: Some money? According to news reports 

you are worth almost fifty million quid? 
Sarah F-S: That’s probably right. 
Chairperson: So please explain to me why you would 

find the need to shop-lift? 
Sarah F-S: It wasn’t really shop-lifting it was just a 

prank. 
Chairperson: Mrs Hayden-White said that you were 

caught three times, that seems to be 
something more than just a prank. She 
also says that you were supposed to 
report to hearings before the System. 
How much did you pay to avoid these 
appearances? 

Sarah F-S: Twenty five grand the first two times, she 
wanted fifty grand the last time. 

Chairperson: And you paid her? 
Sarah F-S: Of course. She threatened to have me 

sent to the Big House. 
Chairperson: And that scared you? 
Sarah F-S: We’d all heard terrible stories about 

whops and clobber. If I could avoid that 
for a few quid why wouldn’t I? 

Chairperson: Shoplifting is a criminal offense, why 
wouldn’t you be put in prison? 

Sarah F-S: My mother would have seen to it. She has 
influential friends. 

Chairperson: We’ll see how much influence she has at 
the end of the tribunal. You are excused 
Miss Forsham-Smythe but you will hand 
over your passport before you leave. I 
would hate to have to serve a warrant for 
your arrest. 
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Things were not looking good for the Snobs. 
Sarah Forsham-Smythe looked visibly shaken by 

the curt manner in which she had been addressed by the 
Chairperson. 

During the lunch break Mrs Hayden-White was 
seen in earnest discussions with members of the Inland 
Revenue and sundry police officers.  

Mrs Melissa Forsham-Smythe could be seen 
verbally haranguing the beleaguered Armanisuit. 

 
By contrast the Woody defense team looked calm 

and serene seated around their desk eating lunches prepared 
by Cassandra Cassidy and washing them down with bottles 
of ice cold San Pellegrino. 

 
After the recess the Chairperson announced that the 

panel had heard enough evidence and scheduled 
summations to be heard tomorrow morning. 

 
Outside the tribunal hall Mrs Forsham-Smythe 

launched an angry attack against the panel accusing them 
of having been flim-flammed by a group of professional 
confidence tricksters. 

Jojo, on the other hand, complimented the 
Chairperson for fair and reasonable adjudication and 
predicted that despite the scurrilous attacks against the 
inmates that the Woody Back to School unit would prevail 
on all counts. 

 
The tribunal continues tomorrow.   
 
“I wish as I was as confident as I sounded,” 

groaned Jojo when they got back to the hotel. “Are 
you sure that you’re okay to do the summation Debs? 
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You’ve had a tough time in there and it’s a big 
responsibility.” 

“There’s nothing the public doesn’t know about 
my bumbags by now,” she shrugged, “how much 
worse can it get?” 
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Armanisuit Sums It All Up 
 
 

Thursday Evening Edition – Day 9 
 

“The Last Stand” 
 
The queues in front of the tribunal hall had been 

growing all night. The now familiar clobber attired 
supporters of the Rotters had arrived early and when the 
doors opened they rushed to take up front row seats. When 
Mr Armanisuit arrived he was roundly booed and it took 
some time for the Chairperson to bring order to the hall. Mr 
Armanisuit spoke first. 

 
Armanisuit: Quite frankly ladies and gentlemen of the 

panel, we have been duped. Let us set 
ourselves aside from irrelevant distractions 
and remain focused upon the purpose of 
this enquiry. What we have just seen is yet 
another example of the squalid 
diversionary tactics employed by the 
Woody Back to School unit to avoid its 
fetid epicenter from being exposed. 
The application that has been filed and that 
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should have been the only basis of this 
tribunal submits that the programs of social 
rehabilitation at the Woody Back to School 
unit have been unsuccessful and that 
society would be better served if the 
inmates continued their sentences in a 
conventional custodial environment. 
The original basis of the application was 
the deplorable exhibition of disrespect to a 
panel of judges at an equestrian event by 
Miss Brooks. Now nobody disagrees that 
mistakes were made at Castle Blain but that 
does not excuse Miss Brooks’ anti-social 
behavior. 
We heard from Claire Brooks, the ill-
mannered young woman whose public 
show of anger made national news. We 
have heard how poor noble Claire endured 
a public spanking to diffuse the situation. 
Poor noble Claire, my backside! Why 
would an innocent party submit herself to 
such a humiliation? The answer is of 
course that she is not innocent, ladies and 
gentlemen; Claire Brooks is a foul-
mouthed guttersnipe who has been thrashed 
for cussing on numerous occasions. Miss 
Brooks was forced to admit that she was 
expelled from one of the nation’s finer fee-
paying schools for cussing out the Grand 
Dame.   
Her expulsion followed in the wake of 
behavior so deplorable and unacceptable 
that an august body of governors felt that 
they had no alternative other than to 
sentence her to be the first woman to be 
horsed and birched for over fifty years. 
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Her public display was merely an example 
of habitual behavior and shows no 
indication of social rehabilitation. If you 
ask me Claire Brooks deserves something 
far harsher than a public spanking. Perhaps 
taking her onto the steps of this tribunal 
house and horsing and birching her again 
would assist with her failed social 
rehabilitation. 
 
We have been forced to sit through as Miss 
Morton and Miss Sutton perpetrated a 
sophisticated charade. Here we have Miss 
Morton, who has been exposed as a 
malicious conspirator who will stoop to 
anything to reap revenge for legitimately 
executed punishments. A young woman, I 
remind you, who has destroyed the career 
and reputation of a respected educator. And 
why, we must ask ourselves? Miss Morton 
would have us believe, ladies and 
gentlemen, that she was unfairly beaten 
with a violin bow. But who would not 
resort to beating Miss Morton with a violin 
bow? A young lady, and I use that term 
loosely, who would stand in front of a choir 
and break wind on a gargantuan scale to 
promote her delusions of fearless grandeur. 
A young lady who would drag a scared and 
defenseless animal into the chemistry 
laboratory in the dead of night, causing the 
horse to defecate, just to get back at the 
Grand Dame. Why, we must ask ourselves, 
would we trust Miss Morton? Didn’t we 
trust her before, when she was a national 
icon who was supposed to set an example 
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for the youth of the nation?  
Miss Morton would have us believe that 
she is a martyr, wrongly convicted by the 
System. Yet the record shows us that Miss 
Morton is a life-long trouble-maker who 
holds the remarkable record of being 
beaten on more occasions than any other 
pupil in the history of the education 
system. It is hardly unreasonable to brand 
her as a menace to society and to offer 
society protection from her anti-social 
tendencies. 

 
And what of Miss Sutton? A woman whose 
fraudulent behavior at the Radcliffe Back 
to School unit caused the principal to 
procure a cane. We have heard that at the 
Woody unit her behavior was so 
uncontrollable that the Grand Dame 
targeted her as hostile and ranked her as 
Public Enemy Number One. Did we hear 
of any vast improvement in Miss Sutton’s 
behavior? Not a bit of it, all we witnessed 
was her conspiring to build a web of lies 
and deceits. Why would we believe a word 
a convicted fraudster says? 
 
These two women were chosen to represent 
the Woody unit in this most public of 
hearings because they are devious, they are 
liars and they have no conscience. 
The Woody Back to School unit was 
established to house the nation’s most 
Extreme Ladettes. A group of 
undisciplined individuals who are a 
scourge on the social fabric. In fact it is 
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nothing more than a Hole in the Wall for a 
bunch of delinquent renegades with no 
intention of rehabilitation. 
 
We were presented by a video produced by 
Miss Nicola Jane Nixon, a woman of 
dubious morals. It was self-serving and 
disingenuous in the extreme. This tape was 
presented to this panel as a typification of 
life at the Woody facility; it was nothing of 
the kind. It was nothing more than an 
elaborate hoax. 
 
We heard from Miss Bernadette Summers, 
the daughter of a convicted felon and a 
known liar. Miss Summers admitted that 
she provides gambling opportunities to the 
inmates. And what do they gamble on? 
Whops, the very deterrent that is supposed 
to promote their social rehabilitation. The 
Woody counsel, if you can call them that, 
attempted to show Miss Summers’ 
nefarious activities in a charitable light. 
Miss Summers does not have a charitable 
bone in her body; she seeks to profit from 
the scandalous misbehavior of her fellow 
inmates. She is a shrewd and cunning vixen 
who came here to deceive you. 

 
And we heard from Miss Joanna Heyworth. 
Miss Heyworth proudly flaunts her position 
as The Big BUTT. Does that not tell us 
something about Miss Heyworth and the 
institution she attends? Did we learn 
nothing from the flippant manner with 
which she behaved in the hot seat? Does it 
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not boggle the mind that her behavior is so 
wholly reprehensible that she has needed 
beating with a cane almost two hundred 
times? 

 
And, of course, we also heard from Ms 
Lawton, the architect of this whole 
fiasco… a woman from a covert military 
background. Her sole qualification for the 
position as Grand Dame of the Woody 
Back to School unit was her role of 
military disciplinarian where she 
introduced the cane as an alternative form 
of punishment available to delinquent 
servicewomen. An ideal qualification you 
might argue. 
Now, ladies and gentlemen, we can 
understand with this breeding ground of 
sociopaths to manage a firm hand was 
necessary. However, a firm hand is one 
thing, a draconian regime is another. Good 
grief ladies and gentlemen, have we 
regressed to the Victorian era? Have we 
progressed not a jot? 
  
 In a few moments we will be once 
again subjected to listening to Miss 
Morton, who I am certain will do her best 
to divert you. But Ladies and Gentlemen I 
implore you to remember who you are 
listening to.  
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Woodys Last Words 

 
 

Morton: At the opening of this enquiry the 
Woody Back to School unit issued a 
clear Mission Statement. We intended to 
have the disqualification of Joanna 
Heyworth over-turned and our position 
as National Equestrian champions re-
instated. We intended to vindicate Claire 
Brooks from the misrepresentation of 
her actions, and finally we wished to 
defend ourselves against the application 
to close down the unit and place us all in 
prison. 
 
We elected to defend ourselves as we 
believed and still do that we could 
demonstrate the success of the social 
rehabilitation programs we have been 
placed in. Although you have seen just a 
few of us in the tribunal hall I would like 
to thank every member of the Woody 
community who has assisted in 
presenting our defense. 
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Clearly we have been successful in our 
first goal. Documentary evidence shows 
that far from cheating Joanna Heyworth 
used considerable skill and courage in 
ensuring her mount was not injured 
when it lost its footing. Unfortunately in 
providing this emphatic evidence we 
were all shocked to see another 
participant wittingly cheating. Despite 
Mr. Armanisuit’s allegations it was 
never our intent to divert attention from 
the central issues of the proceedings; 
however, due to the relationship of the 
rider and Mrs Forsham-Smythe this 
simply could not be ignored. 
Of course our riders were disappointed 
at Jojo’s disqualification. Our equestrian 
team is very ambitious and for many 
years our attempts to compete at the 
national level have been thwarted by 
none other than Mrs Forsham-Smythe. 
Did Claire over-react to the 
disappointment? Well no. We have now 
learned that her angry response was in 
fact in response to disparaging remarks 
that Mrs Forsham-Smythe made about 
her mother. Claire was mortified by the 
adverse publicity and agreed to be 
spanked in front of the assembled unit, 
but this didn’t satisfy Mrs Forsham-
Smythe and she filed the application that 
sparked this tribunal. 
 
Mr Armanisuit has been paid to stage an 
extremely hostile and defamatory 
prosecution and has made many hurtful 
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criticisms of members of the community. 
I am certain that he would like me to 
respond to his closing statement but I 
don’t think that it is necessary. Members 
of the unit do not deny that we love to 
goof, lark, and prank and will continue 
to do so.  Will we continue to be 
whopped? Ladies and Gentlemen of the 
panel I think we all know the answer to 
that.  

 
As the proceedings closed for the panel to retire to 

prepare their findings and decisions the current national 
preoccupation has reached giddy heights. Joanna Heyworth 
faced the press with her usual charm and poise, but refused 
to be drawn into predicting the outcome.  

“We believe that we have presented our defense 
articulately and honestly,” Heyworth said, “now it is up to 
the panel to decide our fate.” 

 
Champagne corks were popping as the inmates 

of the Woody Back to School unit hurried over to 
greet the defense team as their stretch limousine 
pulled up in the parking lot.  

Even the Dames on the Radical Right were 
effusive in their congratulations.  

Cathryn Cassidy put her arm around Jojo. “The 
closing polls are very positive,” she told her chum. 
“You pitched it just right and Armanisuit came across 
as a complete prick.” 

‘We’ll just have to wait and see,” said Jojo. 
“Now give me a glass of those bubbles!” 
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